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Abstract

The relationship between variability of practice and
contextual interference was investigated in this study.
The hypothesis proposed here was that these two effects are
compatible, in that each addresses different learning
situations.

That is, the contextual interference effect

relates only to situations where skill variations are
controlled by different generalized motor programs, while
practice variability relates only to situations where skill
variations are parameter modifications of the same
generalized motor program (Maglll & Hall, in press).
To test this compatibility hypothesis, two experiments
were reported that were based on Wulf and Schmidt (1988).
Blocked and random practice schedules were added to their
design, resulting in a 2 by 2 (same vs different relative
timing) experimental design.

A variety of retention and

transfer tests were used to investigate the specific
conditions that favor the demonstration of practice
schedule effects.

A control group which received no

acquisition training, was added in Experiment 2.
Results from both experiments showed the typical
contextual Interference effect with depressed scores by the
random groups during acquisition and superior scores on
both transfer and retention tests.

Certain characteristics

of the transfer and retention tests were found to influence
xili

the demonstration o£ the practice schedule effects.
Results supported the hypothesis that the variability of
practice prediction and the contextual interference effect
are compatible.

In a multiple skill practice setting,

practice schedule may or may not influence learning,
depending on the characteristics of the skills being
learned.

If skill variations are from different classes of

movements, then learning benefits due to high interference
practice schedules will occur.

However, if the skill

variations are from the same class of movements, practice
schedule benefits will not occur.

xlv

Variability of Practice and the Contextual interference
Effect in Motor Skill Acquisition
A persistent question in motor learning research
concerns the factors that Influence skill learning during
practice.

One such factor is the number of different skills

to include in a practice session.

According to Schmidt's

schema theory (1975) Increasing the variability of
experiences during practice should increase learning.
Research supporting this prediction has shown that
practicing only one skill has led to less effective learning
than practicing a variety of skills, especially when
learning is measured by performance on a transfer test where
the skill is a novel variation of the practiced skill (see
Shapiro & Schmidt, 1982; Lee, Magill, & Weeks, 1983; Moxley,
1979 for reviews).

If it is determined that practice should

contain several skill variations, then the next decision
becomes how to best schedule the variable practice session.
Schmidt's schema theory states only that practice
variability enhances learning and does not address the issue
of scheduling the practice session.

A learning phenomenon

that does address the scheduling of variable practice is the
contextual interference effect.

According to research

investigating this effect, the order of presentation of the
variable tasks will Influence skill learning (see Magill &
Hall, in press, for a review).

When several skill

variations are to be learned, and these variations are
1

2

practiced In a high contextual Interference condition, such
as a random order, then learning benefits are demonstrated
compared to a low contextual interference condition, such as
a blocked practice schedule.
The question addressed by the present study concerns
the relationship between variability of practice and the
contextual interference effect.

According to schema theory

only practice variability will enhance learning within a
movement class.

Nothing in schema theory suggests that the

scheduling of variable practice will influence learning.
The contextual Interference effect indicates that given
equal amounts of variability, the practice schedule will
influence learning.

Thus, are learning benefits In multiple

task learning situations due to practice variability or to
differing practice schedules?

That is, if one view is

valid, does that make the other invalid, or is it possible
that both may be valid under different conditions?
Before addressing the relationship issue, certain
characteristics of variability of practice and the
contextual interference effect need to be considered.
According to schema theory, the task variations
to-be-learned must be within the same movement class for
learning benefits to occur due to variable practice.
Schmidt's schema theory posits that a class of movements is
determined by certain common invariant control
characteristics (such as sequencing, relative timing, or
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relative force).

Each class of movements that Is learned is

governed by a generalized motor program (GMP), which has
been described as a centrally organized representation of
actions needed to create the appropriate motor response
(Schmidt, 1980).

In order to execute the GMP, certain

variant specifications (i.e., parameter settings) must be
selected for a particular response (such as absolute force
or absolute time).

Additionally, schema theory proposes

that practice within a particular GMP develops two rules or
"schemas" which allow for successful execution of a motor
response within a class of movements.

Both of these schema

are analogous to regression lines regressing the actual
movement outcome to either parameter choices (recall schema)
or expected sensory outcomes (recognition schema).

As

practice with variations of skills within a GMP increases, a
variety of parameter settings are experienced leading to a
wide range of data points on which to base this regression
line as opposed to a cluster of points which would result
from constant practice.

A stronger, more reliable,

relationship develops between the variant parameter choices
and the movement produced.

This stronger relationship

results in more accurate selection of parameter settings in
subsequent responses.
Second, it is important to note that the contextual
interference effect, as originally discussed by Shea and
Morgan (1979) was not limited to specific characteristics of
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the practiced skills.

However, the results o£ contextual

interference experiments have not always shown differential
learning effects for practice schedule manipulations. To
accommodate these apparent inconsistencies, Magill and Hall
(in press) proposed that If skill variations are controlled
by different GMPs, then the contextual Interference effect
should be demonstrated while it should not occur when the
task variations involve parameter changes of the same GMP.
They suggested that the more difficult learning situation
(i.e., random practice) causes more effortful processing to
be used during learning and results in better performance on
transfer and retention tests when compared to an easier
learning situation (l.e, blocked practice).
While the relationship of practice variability and
contextual interference has been discussed by others, it is
clear that there is little agreement or understanding about
this relationship.

For example, Shea and Zlmny (1983) and

Lee and Magill (1983) indicated that the contextual
interference effect is consistent with Schmidt's schema
theory, as contextual interference also represents a type of
variability in practice.

However, both point out that

schema theory does not address the practice schedule issue.
After reviewing the variability of practice literature, Lee,
Magill and Weeks (1985) proposed that the equivocalness of
the results were due to confounding practice schedule with
variability.

They found generally good support for
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variability of practice In the experiments where the
learning trials were randomly presented.

However, they

found very weak or no support where the learning trials were
in blocks.

Further, they compared a constant, a blocked and

a random group and found that learning under random
variability conditions supported the schema view while
learning under blocked variability conditions did not.
Their results showed that the blocked and the constant
conditions performed similarly, and with less accuracy than
the random condition in transfer.

These findings cast doubt

on the learning effects in variability situations being due
to schema enhancement.

Rather, they suggest that these

benefits are due to the different cognitive demands placed
on subjects learning under different practice schedules.
The findings and discussion by Lee, Magill, and weeks argue
for incompatibility between variability of practice and
contextual interference.
A similar view was expressed by Wulf and Schmidt (1988)
when they stated that the purpose of their study was to
assess whether the advantages of variable practice were best
accounted for by schema enhancement or. the contextual
interference effect.

Results from their experiment showed

that a group that learned three tasks within the same
movement class performed with less error than a group that
learned three tasks from different GMPs during acquisition,
retention and on a transfer task from the same movement
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class.

However, the latter group performed better on a

transfer test that Involved a similar task with novel
relative timing and thus controlled by a different GMP.
Wulf and Schmidt concluded that within a movement class,
learning benefits were not due to contextual factors but to
better schema formation, which was a consequence of more
variability in the practice session.
However, a closer inspection of the experiments designed
by Lee, Magill and Weeks (1985) and Wulf and Schmdit (1988)
reveal problems that question the validity of their
conclusions.

Lee, Magill and Weeks used a 2 segment arm

movement with time criterion tasks that each had different
relative timing characteristics.

Variability of practice

and schema theory does not predict schema enhancement should
occur in any of their experimental conditions.

Wulf and

Schmidt did not include a practice schedule manipulation in
acquisition, so no differences due to contextual
interference are expected for any of their experimental
conditions.

As a result, neither study adequately addresses

the relationship between practice variability and contextual
Interference.

Thus, the controversy concerning the nature

of this relationship has not been satisfactorily resolved.
The hypothesis posed here is that these two learning
effects are compatible because they address different
learning situations.

An important element in explaining

this compatibility is the hypothesis proposed by Magill and

Hall (in press), that whenever multiple tasks are practiced
concurrently and are from different g m p s then learning
benefits due to different practice schedules, will occur in
retention and transfer.

However, when the concurrent tasks

are from the same g m p the contextual Interference effect
will not be demonstrated and learning benefits are due to
schema enhancement.

Schema theory and practice variability

address learning situations where the goal is to develop a
strong recall schema for a particular class of movements.
As it develops, the strength of the recall schema Influences
the consistency and accuracy of parameter selections for
upcoming trials, and variable practice influences the
development of this schema.

Alternatively, the contextual

Interference effect addresses a learning situation that by
creating a more difficult learning environment (i.e., random
practice as opposed to blocked practice), these additional
cognitive demands influence the ability to remember and to
perform the multiple tasks learned.
It is further hypothesized that the conditions of the
retention1 and transfer tests are important in demonstrating
the practice schedule benefits, as well as the acquisition
conditions,

specifically, the characterisltics of the task

or tasks Involved in each test, as well as the order of
presentation of these tasks effects may be influenclal.
Previous contextual interference research has not
consistently demonstrated the differences due to practice
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schedule in retention tests that aze presented In a blocked
fashion.

Retention tests that involve random presentations

of several tasks have more readily demonstrated the learning
benefit (Shea & Morgan, 1979; Del Rey, Wughalter, a
Whitehurst, 1962).

Additionally, results on transfer tests

that include novel variations of the learned skill appear to
be more robust than results on retention tests of
acquisition tasks (Magill, Meeuwsen, Lee, & Mathews, 1988).
To test these hypotheses, two experiments were designed
where relative timing characteristics of the tasks and
practice schedule were both manipulated.

The amount of

variability of practice has been held constant, as the
Important question here is within a variable learning
situation, will the characteristics of the to-be-learned
skill variations Influence practice schedule effects.

The

question is not whether more variability in practice will
enhance learning, as the preponderance of evidence in the
motor learning literature supports that notion, but will
practice schedule benefits also be demonstrated within a
class of movements?

Thus, Experiment 1 was designed to

extend the wulf and Schmidt experiment by adding a practice
schedule manipulation which they did not include, and by
adding three new retention tests that investigated the
specific conditions that favor the demonstration of practice
schedule effects.

Experiment 2 was designed to replicate
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Experiment 1 results and to test the generalizablllty of
these results by Introducing different transfer tests.
If the hypothesis proposed here is correct, then the
contextual Interference effect will be demonstrated in each
of these experiments.

That is, groups that learn using a

blocked schedule of acquisition tasks, should perform better
in acquisition than groups learning randomly, but worse in
retention and transfer.

Furthermore, the task

characteristics and the practice schedules of the retention
and the transfer tests will be influencial in demonstrating
these results. In retention, if the tasks are repetitious
presentations of one, or blocked presentations of several,
previously practiced tasks, then benefits due to practice
schedule should not be found. In transfer, if tests present
tasks with novel relative timing (not just novel overall
duration) then practice schedule benefits should occur.
Experiment One
The conclusions by Wulf and Schmidt (1988) argue
against practice schedule (i.e., context effects) benefits
within a practice variability situation.

However, their

experimental design precludes finding any learning benefits
for practice schedule, because all subjects learned using
the same combination blocked-random practice schedule.

That

is, they performed 6 trials of one task then randomly
switched to perform 6 trials of another task.

Ho contextual
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interference benefits would be expected from this constant
acquisition practice schedule.

Additionally, there are

three problems with the retention test used in the Wulf and
Schmidt study.

First, it was given at the end of the

acquisition trials on day 1, and followed by a second
acquisition phase on day 2.

This may not be indicative of

the final levels of learning reached in acquisition, that
is, different results may have been found had the retention
test been given at the end of practice,

secondly, the

retention test consisted of 18 trials of the one timing task
variation that was in common to both groups.

Finally, the

schema group had three times more practice than the context
group within the same class of movements as the test task,
which could also account for the different levels of
performance on the retention test.
The present study was designed to extend the Wulf and
Schmidt experiment by addressing these problems.

Different

practice schedules were Included and three different
retention tests at the end of the experiment were added.
Thus, experimental conditions involved learning tasks that
had either different or the same relative timing
characteristics with practice of these tasks following
either a random or blocked practice schedule,

if wulf and

Schmidt's conclusions were correct, then no differences due
to practice schedule <i.e., random vs blocked) should occur
in either acquisition or testing.

However, if the
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hypothesis forwarded here Is correct then the blocked groups
should perforin better than the random groups in acquisition,
and the random groups should outperform the blocked groups
on retention tests that are randomly presented, and on
transfer tests that present tasks with novel relative timing
characteristics.

Method
Subjects

Forty-eight right-handed students from Louisiana State
university volunteered and were randomly assigned to the
four experimental conditions (n=12).

Subjects received

credit in activity classes in the department of Kinesiology
for participation in this study.

All were novices to the

task and naive to the purpose of the experiment.

Informed

consent was obtained from all subjects.

ftppata-ttts
The apparatus was modeled after the one used by Wulf
and Schmidt (1988) (see Figure 1 for a diagram of the task).
It consisted of a 40 cm by 55 cm wooden board with four
round brass plates (2.5 cm diameter) placed 18 cm apart in a
diamond pattern.

Each plate (or stop) was interfaced with

an Apple lie microcomputer such that the movement time (MT)
for each segment was measured in milliseconds and recorded.
A thimble, which was Interfaced

with the microcumpter by a

wire, was placed on the right index finger of each subject,
and was used to make contact with the target plates.

The
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resulting 3 MTs were visually displayed at the conclusion of
each trial on a computer screen which was directly behind
the response board.

The goal MTs for each of the three

segments were presented to the subjects via the computer
screen for the duration of each trial.

Insert Figure 1 about here

PrnfTftdnrft

Upon arrival to the testing room, each subject read
written instructions describing the task and procedures.
They were seated so that the first target was directly in
front of and parallel to the midline of their body.

The

task required the subjects to make contact between the
thimble on their finger and the start position.

Once they

initiated movement from the first stop, the MT began for the
first segment.

They then made contact with the second stop

on the left side of the apparatus, then the most distant
stop and then the fourth stop on the right side of the
response board.

The experimenter pointed to the targets in

the order that they were to be hit, and the subjects were
asked if they had any questions.

Following each trial,

knowledge of results (KR) in terms of the actual MTs in
milliseconds for each segment were displayed on the screen
immediately following each trial.
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The subjects were randomly assigned to one o£ four
experimental conditions, which will be labeled In the
following way:

Same Relative Time, Blocked Practice

Schedule (SB group); Different Relative Time, Blocked
Practice Schedule (DB group); same Relative Time, Random
Practice Schedule (SR group);

Different Relative Time,

Random Practice Schedule (DR group).

The same relative time

conditions (SB & SR) of this experiment corresponded to the
Wulf and Schmidt "schema" group, which practiced three speed
variations using the same relative timing ratio throughout
both acquisition phases.

Three speed variations with the

same relative time were presented throughout acquisition in
a random schedule for the SR group and In a blocked schedule
for SB group.

The different ratios were counterbalanced

across groups, such that 4 subjects from each group were
assigned to each ratio.

The different relative time

conditions (DB & DR) correspond to the wulf and Schmidt
"context" group, which practiced a fast variation of one
relative timing ratio, a medium variation of another
relative timing ratio, and a slow variation from the last
relative timing ratio (e.g., 150-300-225; 400-300-200;
375-250-500).

These different relative timing tasks were

presented in a random schedule for DR group and In a blocked
schedule for DB group.

For the random groups (SR & DR), the

three task variations were presented randomly, constrained
only such that no task variation occurred more than twice
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In succession.
groups.

Task variations were counterbalanced across

The relative timing ratios used throughout

Experiment 1 were 2:4:3; 4:3:2; or 3:2:4.

The three speed

variations for each ratio respectively were as follows:
150-300-225 (fast), 200-400-300 (medium), 250-500-375
(slow); 300-225-150 (fast), 400-300-200 (medium),
500-375-250 (slow); and

225-150-300 (fast), 300-200-400

(medium), 375-250-500 (slow).
The experiment consisted of eight phases conducted over
two days.

The Wulf and Schmidt procedures were followed

with 3 additional retention testsl added to day 2 involving
differing practice schedules.

Day 1 consisted of 126

acquisition trials (acg 1) and a retention test (ret 1) of
16 trials.

Ret 1 presented the medium speed task variation

which had been practiced in acquisition.
during the retention phase.

No KR was given

Day 2 began with 72 more

practice trials (acq 2), followed by two novel transfer
tests counterbalanced across subjects,

one transfer test

(tran 1) presented 16 trials of a task with the same
relative timing as the three tasks practiced by the same
groups (SR & SB) and the medium speed by the different
groups (DR & DB), but a novel (longer) overall duration.
The other transfer test (tran 2) presented a novel overall
duration plus a novel relative timing for each group.

After

a 10 minute Interval, three retention tests of 18 trials
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were conducted.

One retention test (ret 2) presented the

three task variations of the same relative timing learned by
the same groups and the medium speed version for the
different groups in a blocked fashion.

A second retention

test (ret 3) presented these same task variations in a
random fashion, and the last retention test (ret 4)
presented randomly three task variations (slow, medium, or
fast) of the three different relative timing patterns
(2:4:3; 4:3:2; 3:2:4) used throughout the experiment.

This

allowed for nine different task variations, each of which
occurred twice during the 18 trial test.

All subjects

received the same presentation order of task variations
within each test, however the tests were counterbalanced
across subjects.
Results
Data were analyzed following the analysis done by Wulf
and Schmidt (1988).

Two error measures were used, absolute

error, and proportional error8 .

Absolute error represents a

composite score of the sum of the absolute errors of each
segment for each trial.

Proportional error represents a

composite score of the sum of the absolute differences
between the criterion segment proportions and the proportion
of the actual movement outcome for each trial.

Analyses

were done separately for each phase of the experiment.
Blocks of 18 trials were formed in acquisition, and blocks
of six were formed in each testing phases, for analysis.
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Two additional analyses were done, a MANOVA on the
individual segments, and a 3 (ratio) x 3 (speed) ANOVA on
the individual patterns to determine if there were
dlfferencs among the skill variations used in this
experiment.
Acquisition 1 and 2

Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for the four conditions for acg 1
and acq 2 can be seen in Figure 2.

Analyses consisted of a

2 (Practice Schedule) x 2 (relative time) x 7 (Blocks)ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last factor for acq 1, and

a 2

(Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative Time) x 4 (Blocks) ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last factor for acq 2.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Significant block effects were found for acq 1 (F
(6,252)=24.04, pC.OOl) and for acq 2 (E. (6, 252) = 4.3,
q .<.01)

as all groups improved throughout the learning phase.

A block x practice schedule Interaction was significant (E.
(6, 252) = 4.82, p.<.001) for acq 1.

simple main effects

demonstrate that the random and blocked groups began to
converge during acq 1 as they were different on blocks 1, 2,
and 4, and not different on blocks 5 and 6, however, they
were again different on block 7.
were not significant.

All other interactions
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Significant differences were found for both practice
schedule and relative time during both acquisition phases.
That is, for acq 1 (£ (1, 44) = 4.45, £=.041) and for acq 2

(E d r 44) = 14.4, £<.001) the same relative time groups (SB
& SR) performed better than the different relative time
groups (DB & DR).

Also, for acq 1 (E. (1, 44) = 13.4, £<.01)

and for acq 2 ( E ( l ,

44) = 7.01, £=.012) the blocked groups

(SB & DB) performed better than the random groups (SR & DR).
The practice schedule x relative time interaction was not
significant.
Proportional Error
A significant block effect (E (6, 252) = 13.3, £<.001)
was found for acq 1, however the block effect was not
significant for acq 2 (E (6, 252) = 2.1, £=.103).

A block x

practice schedule interaction was significant (£ (6, 252) =
4.73, £<.001) for acq 1.

All other interactions were not

significant.
Significant differences were found for relative time
during both acquisition phases only.

That is, for acq 1 (E

(1, 44) = S.l, £=.02) and for acq 2 (E. (1, 44) = 16.72,
£<.001) the same relative time groups (SB & SR) performed
better proportionally than the different relative time
groups (DB & DR).

Practice schedule approached

significance in acq 1 (E (1, 44) = 2.68, £=.097) and in acq
2 (E (1, 44) = 2.99, £=.09), but did not attain a reliable
difference, unlike the findings for absolute error.
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The practice schedule x relative time Interaction was not
significant.
Retention 1
This retention test (ret 1) followed acq 1 to conclude
day 1 and presented repetitlously the medium speed task
variation for each group.

Analyses consisted of a 2

(Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative Time) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during ret 1 can be seen In Figure 2.

No significant block

effect was found, nor were there any significant
interactions.

Significant differences were found for

relative time (E. (1, 44) = 4.23, £=.046).

Thus, the same

relative time groups (SB a SR) performed better than the
different relative time groups (DB a DR).

No differences

due to practice schedule (£ (1, 44) = .47, £=.49) emerged.
The practice schedule x relative time Interaction was not
significant.
Proportional Error
No significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant Interactions.

A significant difference was

found for relative time for ret 1 (£ (1# 44) = 4 . 1 1 ,

£ = . 0 4 6 6 ) , the same relative time groups (SB a SR) performed
better than the different relative time groups (DB
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& DR).

However, again no differences In practice schedule

were found for ret 1 (E<1,

44) « .5 2 , £=.47).

Transfer 1
The first novel transfer test (tran 1) was given during
day 2.

The task Involved a new overall duration, but the

same relative time as the three tasks practiced in
acquisition by the same relative time groups (SR & SB) and
one of the tasks practiced by the different relative time
groups (DR & DB).

Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice

Schedule) x 2 (Relative Time) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA with
repeated measures on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute errors for each of the four conditions
during transfer 1 can be seen in Figure 3 for absolute
error.

No significant block effect was found, nor were

there any significant interactions.

No significant

differences were found for either relative time (E (1/ 44) =
.4, a®.53) or practice schedule (F (1,44)=.06, p=,81).

Insert Figure 3 about here

Proportional Error
No significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant interactions.

No significant differences

were found for either practice schedule (E (1, 44) - .03,
86) or relative time (E (1# 41) = 2.79, q .<,102) for
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proportional error on tran 1. The practice schedule x
relative time Interaction was not significant.

Transfer.. 2
The second transfer test (tran 2) was given during day
2 and counterbalanced with the first transfer test.

The

test trials had a longer overall duration and a different
relative timing combination than the acquisition tasks.
Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative
Timing) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA with repeated measures on the
last factor.
Absolute Error

Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during tran 2 can be seen in Figure 3.

No significant block

effect was found, nor were there any significant
Interactions.

Significant differences were found for

relative time (E <1, 44) = 7.2, £.<.011) only, there were no
differences due to practice schedule (E (lr 44) = 3.12,
£=.084). Thus, the different relative time groups (DB & DR)
performed better than the same relative time groups (SB &
SR).

The practice schedule x relative time interaction was

not significant.
Proportional Error
No significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant interactions.

A significant difference was

found for relative time for tran 2 (E (1, 44) = 4.43,
£<.041), the different relative time groups (DB a DR)
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performed better than the same relative time groups (SB a
No differences in practice schedule were found (E (1#

SR).

44) = 2.32, ft*.135).
Retention 2
The second retention test (ret 2) was
2 after a 10 minute interval.

given

during day

It involved performingthree

speed variations the same relative timing groups (SB & SR)
had practiced in acquisition, this was one of those learned
by the different relative timing groups (DR & D B ) .

These

were presented in blocks of six trials and counterbalanced
across subjects.

Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice

Schedule) x 2 (relative time)

x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA

with

repeated measures on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during ret 2 can be seen in Figure 4.

No significant block

effect was found, nor were there any significant
Interactions.

Significant differences were found for

relative time (E (1, 44) = 9.07, ft<.01) only, there were no
differences due to practice schedule (E (1/ 44) = .14,
ft=.71). Thus, the same relative time groups (SB & SR)
performed better than the different relative time groups (DB
& DR).

The practice schedule x relative time interaction

was not significant.
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Insert Figure 4 about here

Proportional Error
No significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant Interactions.

No significant differences

were found for either practice schedule <E ( 1 ,
ft*.6 3) or relative time

44) = .24,

(E(l, 40) = 2.6, ft*. 11). The

practice schedule x relative time interaction was not
significant.
Retention 3

This retention test (ret 3) was also given during day
2 and counterbalanced across the other 2 retention tests
given that day.

The test consisted of random presentations

of the three speed variations the same relative timing
groups (SB & SR) had practiced in acquisition, which was the
medium speed task learned by the different relative timing
groups (DR & DB).

Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice

Schedule) x 2 (Relative Timing) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA with
repeated measures on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during ret 3 can be seen in Figure 4.

No significant block

effect was found, nor were there any significant
interactions.

Significant differences were found for

relative time (E (1, 44) * 4.1, p<.05). The same relative
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time groups (SB & SR) performed better than the different
relative time groups (DB & DR).

Practice schedule effects

were not significant (E (1/ 44) = .02, p=.89).
Proportional Error
No significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant interactions.

No significant differences

were found for either practice schedule (E (1, 44) = .12,
B = .7 3) or relative time (E (1, 40) = .06, p=.81) for
proportional error on ret 3.
Retention 4
This retention test (ret 4) was also given during day 2
and counterbalanced across the other 2 retention tests given
that day. This test involved performing tasks of 3 different
speed variations within 3 different relative timings
presented in a random fashion. Three blocks of 6 trials were
formed. Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice Schedule) x 2
(Relative Timing) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA with repeated measures
on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during ret 4 can be seen in Figure 4.

No significant block

effect was found, nor were there any significant
interactions.

Significant differences were found for

practice schedule (E(l ,

44) ** 6.47, p.<.015), as the

random

groups (SR & DR) performed better than the blocked groups
(SB & SR). There was not a significant relative time
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effect (E (1, 44) - 1.33, p=.26), thus, learning tasks
within the same GMP or between three different GMPs (SB & SR
= DB & DR) did not effect performance on ret 4.

Proportional Error.
Ho significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant Interactions.

A significant difference was

found for practice schedule (E (1, 44) » 7.26, pC.Ol).

The

random acquisition groups (DR & SR) performed better than
the blocked acquisition groups (DB & SB).

No differences in

relative time were found on ret 4 (E (1, 44) = 2.6, p=.114).

Segment Results
A 2 (relative time) x 2 (practice schedule) MANOVA was
performed for each phase of the experiment using the
absolute error for each segment of the arm movement as
dependent measures.

Differences were very similar to the

overall AE results.
One result was noteworthy from this analysis.

For every

phase of the experiment except tran 2, there were no
significant effects found on segment 1 for either practice
schedule or relative time.

However, significant differences

occurred in segment 2 and segment 3, just as the overall
analysis showed.
individual Task Results
A 3 (ratio) by 3 (speed) ANOVA was performed on the
individual tasks used in acquisition, retention and
transfer.

For this analysis, data were collapsed across
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trials and groups,

significant effects were found for ratio

(EL (2, 233) ** 2.6, p.C.001) and for speed (EL (2, 252) « 33.1,
£.<.001).

The ratio x speed interaction (£ (4, 356) « 11.65,

B, .01) was also significant.
can be seen in Figure 5.

Means and Interaction effects

Post hoc Newman Keuls comparisons

showed that all three ratios were different from each other.
The ratio 2:4:3 was consistently performed with the most
error, while the ratio 3:2:4 was performed with the least
error.

Post hoc Newman Keuls comparisons of the speed main

effect showed that the slow speed was performed with the
most error, while there was no difference between the medium
and the fast speeds.

An additional analysis involving the 9

individual tasks demonstrated that the fast version of the
relative timing 2:4:3 had the highest error scores,

while

the medium and the fast versions of 3:2:4 and the fast
version of 4:3:2 were not different and had the smallest
errors.

The other five tasks fell between these two

extremes.

Insert Figure 5 about here

Discussion
The purpose of this experiment was to examine the
relationship between the variability of practice hypothesis
and the contextual interference effect, similar to Wulf and
Schmidt (1988).

However, unlike their experiment, this
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experiment Included different practice schedules and three
additional retention tests.

Results from this experiment

replicated and extended the Wulf and Schmidt findings.
Results from the present experiment provide evidence
that variability of practice and contextual interference are
compatible and can both be demonstrated under different
conditions.

Evidence for this can be seen in two areas.

First, the typical contextual interference effect was found.
In both acquisition phases, the random groups (SR & DR)
performed significantly poorer than the blocked groups (SR &
SB), however, on the retention test (ret 4) that presented
the different relative timing tasks from acquisition
randomly, that was reversed and the random groups performed
significantly better than the blocked groups.
and Schmidt's results were replicated.

Second, Wulf

That is, the same

relative timing groups performed better than the different
relative timing groups in acquisition and on each retention
(ret 1, 2, 3) test Involving tasks with the same relative
timing characteristics as the acquisition tasks.
Furthermore, in each of these tests, no practice schedule
benefits were demonstrated. This supports the notion that
when the practiced tasks were within a movement class
learning benefits were shown to be due to schema enhancement
and not contextual factors.

These findings suggest that

both variability of practice and contextual interference can
be considered valid without refuting the validity of the
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other. Each addresses a different learning situation, one
where the goal is to develop a well defined schema to
facilitate correct parameter selection for upcoming trials,
and the other where the goal is to make the learning
environment more cognitively demanding in order to
facilitate remembering of multiple tasks.
Thus, the results from this experiment also support the
Maglll and Hall (in press) hypothesis that skill variations
must be from different GMPs in order for the contextual
interference effect to occur.

There are however, two

potentially troublesome findings that need to be considered
further.

First, the retention test (ret 3) that involved a

random presentation of acquisition tasks from the same GMP
as the acquisition tasks practiced by the same relative
timing groups, did not demonstrate learning benefits due to
practice schedule.

This is not an unprecedented finding, as

Maglll, Meeuwsen, Lee, & Mathews, (1988) found no contextual
interference effect in retention of acquisition tasks while
finding learning benefits on transfer tasks.

However, even

though this test included three acquisition tasks presented
randomly, these tasks had the same relative timing
characteristics.

Perhaps then, what is required is that the

tasks from different GMPs be involved in the testing phase
(as in ret 4) for practice schedule benefits to be
demonstrated,

second, there were no practice schedule

benefits for the transfer test (tran 2) involving a task
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having novel relative timing characteristics.

Possible

problems with this transfer test are addressed In Experiment
2.
Other Interesting results from Experiment 1 show that
the locus of the differences for practice schedule appear to
lie in controlling segments 2 and 3, rather than controlling
segment 1.

Here the term "control" is being used in the

same sense as used by Newell (1985) where it is defined as a
process by which values are assigned to variables, in other
words, parameterizing.

Evidence indicates that all

subjects, reqardless of practice schedule or relative time
conditions, learned to control the first segment equally
well.

Control was more difficult to learn for the second

and third segments.
Experiment 2
Although the results of Experiment 1 generally
supported the view that Invariant task characteristics
Influence the demonstration of the contextual interference
effect, results on retention test 3 and transfer test 2 did
not support this view.

Experiment 2 was designed to

determine if the contextual interference effect demonstrated
in Experiment 1 could be replicated, and thus included ret 4
where the learning benefits were found, and ret 3 where they
were not found.

Experiment 2 was also designed to address

two possible problems with the novel transfer test (tran 2)
in which each group was transferred to a different relative
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timing task as well as a novel overall duration.

First, all

groups did not perforin the same novel relative timing task
(e.g., the 4:3:2 group transferred to 3:4:2, while the 2:4:3
group transferred to 4:2:3).

According to the results of

the task analysis in Experiment 1, different relative timing
tasks differed In difficulty, thus possibly confounding the
transfer test.

A second problem with this transfer test was

though it presented a novel relative timing, It was similar
to the relative timing characteristics of the three
acquisition tasks.

In fact, each was simply a rearrangement

of the practiced ratios.

The potential problem here is that

subjects could have actually performed this combination when
attempting to learn the similar relative time tasks.

This

possibility becomes more apparent when considering that the
actual criterion times differ only by 100 msec (e.g.,
400-300-200 vs 300-400-200) and average errors for all
groups in acquisition were about 200 msec.

Therefore, to

overcome this concern, a less similar novel task is needed
as a stronger transfer test.
Another addition for Experiment 2 was to Include a
control group, which experienced no acquisition phase.

This

group received one KR trial and then performed the retention
and transfer tests.

This addition was Important to

determine if the learning in acquisition was transferring to
this novel situation, especially because the transfer tests
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were very dissimilar to the tasks practiced.

The control

group established a baseline for comparison purposes.
Finally, all transfer and retention tests were randomly
presented.

This procedural change was included because as

previously indicated, blocked tests do not as readily
demonstrate the contextual interference effect, and in the
single task retention test (ret 1) and the blocked retention
test (ret 2), no practice schedule effects were found.
Thus, the purpose of Experiment 2 was to replicate the
contextual interference effect found in Experiment 1, and to
add two new transfer tests and a no-acquisition control
group.

Expected results according to the present

hypothesis, were that the typical contextual interference
effect would occur, with different levels of learning found
on both novel transfer tests and ret 4.

Also, results

should show that learning transfers from acquisition to
testing, thus the four conditions should outperform the
control group on each of the four tests.

Method
Subjects
Sixty right-handed students from Louisiana State
University volunteered and were randomly assigned to the
five experimental conditions (n=12).

Subjects received

credit in activity classes in the Department'of Kinesiology
for participation in this study.

Signed consent was
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obtained from all subjects.

None of the volunteers had

served as subjects In Experiment 1.

Apparatus
The apparatus and materials were identical to those in
Experiment 1.
Procedure
All task-related procedures were identical to those used
in Experiment 1.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of

the five conditions: same Relative Time, Blocked Practice
Schedule (SB group); Different Relative Time, Blocked
Practice Schedule (DB group); Same Relative Time, Random
Practice Schedule (SR group);

Different Relative Time,

Random Practice Schedule (DR group) and the control group.
The control group received 1 KR trial in place of the two
days of acquisition.

The relative timing ratios and speed

variations were identical to those used in Experiment 1.
There were 6 phases in Experiment 2 rather than the 8
used in Experiment 1.
phases were made.

No changes in the two acquisition

The retention on day 1 was eliminated.

After a 10-minute Interval following acq 2, two retention
tests and two novel transfer tests were given.
counterbalanced across subjects.

All were

Ret 1 was identical to ret

3 in Experiment 1, the groups performed three skill
variations from the same GMP that had been learned In
acquisition for the same relative time groups (SR & SB) and
one of those learned by the different relative time groups
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(DR £ DB).

Ret 2 was Identical to ret 4 of Experiment 1, In

that It included three speed variations from three different
GMPs, randomly presented.

In tran 1 all groups were

transferred to a completely new relative timing (i.e.,
6; 2: 4), this test Included three different speed
variations within this new class of movements (I.e.,
375-125-250, 450-150-300, 600-200-400).

Tran 2 transferred

all groups to different speed variations of several novel
relative timing ratios (i.e., 6: 3: 4, 300-150-200,
600-300-400; 3: 6: 2, 300-600-200, 375-750-250; 1: 2: 3,
150-300-375; 5: 6: 2, 375-450-150).
Results
Data were analyzed like data from Experiment 1, with an
additional analysis for the control group.

Blocks of 18

trials were formed in acquisition, and blocks of four trials
were formed in each testing phase for analysis.

All

retention and transfer tests were given on day 2 following
the last acquisition phase and a 10 minute retention
interval.

Each consisted of 12 trials rather than 18, and

all four tests were counterbalanced across groups.

Acquisition 1 and 2
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for the five conditions for acq 1
and acq 2 can be seen in Figure 6.

Analyses consisted of a

2 (Practice Schedule) x 2 (relative time) x 7 (Blocks) ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last factor for acquisition 1,
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and a 2 (Practice schedule) x 2 (Relative Time) x 4 (Blocks)
ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor for
acquisition 2.

Insert Figure 6 about here

significant block effects were found for acq 1 (F (6,
252) = 35.9, p<.001) and for acq 2 (EL (6, 252) = 3.3, £<.01)
as all groups Improved throughout the learning phase.

A

block x practice schedule interaction was significant (EL (6,
252) = 3.44, £<.003) for acq 1, and a block x relative time
Interaction was significant (EL (6, 252) = 5.6, £<.01) for
acq 2.

Simple main effects demonstrate that the random and

blocked groups were not different on block five only.

All

other interactions were not significant.
Significant differences were found for both practice
schedule and relative time during both acquisition phases.
That Is, for acq 1 (EL (1, 44) = 20.9, £<.001) and for acq 2
(EL (1, 44) = 23.6, £<.001) the blocked groups (SB & DB)
performed better than the random groups (SR & DR).

Also,

for acq 1 (EL (1, 44) =6.3, £<.01) and for acq 2 (EL (1, 44) =
21.5, £<.001) the same relative time groups (SB & SR)
performed better than the different relative time groups (DB
& DR).

The practice schedule x relative time interaction

was not significant.
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Proportional EriotA s i g n i f i c a n t block e f f e c t (El (6, 252) - 25 .1 , p<.001)
was found f o r acq 1, however, t h e block e f f e c t was not
s i g n i f i c a n t f o r acq 2 (E (6, 252) *= 2 .1 , p » .1 0 3 ) .

All

i n t e r a c t i o n s were not s i g n i f i c a n t .
Significant differences were found for relative time
during both acquisition phases for proportional error. That
is, for acq 1 (E (1,

44) = 6 .1 , ft=.02) and for acq 2 (E (1,

44) = 20 .8 , p.<.001) the same relative time groups (SB & SR)
performed better proportionally than the different relative
time groups (DB a DR).

Practice schedule approached

significance in acq 1 (E (1/ 44) = 2.8 8, p=.093) and was not
significant in acq 2 (E (1/

44) = 1 .4 3 , p= .2 3 9 ), unlike the

findings for absolute error. The practice schedule x
relative time interaction was not significant.
Retention 1
This test was identical to ret 3 in Experiment 1, with
the exception that it consisted of 12 trials rather than 18.
Subjects performed the threespeed variations that the same
relative timing groups (SB &

SR) had practiced in

acquisition, which was the medium speed task learned by the
different relative timing groups (DR a DB) in acquisition.
Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative
Timing) x 3 (Blocks) AHOVA with repeated measures on the
last factor.
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Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during ret 3 can be seen In Figure 7. No significant block
effect was found, nor were there any significant
Interactions.

No significant differences were found for

relative time (E (1, 44) = 1.63, p=.23) or for practice
schedule effects (E (1, 44) = 1.5, p=.21).

Insert Figure 7 about here

Proportional Error
A significant block effect was found (£ (1, 44) = 8.55,
p<.001).

A significant difference was found for relative

time (E (1, 40) = 10.5, p.<.01), however, no differences
occurred due to practice schedule (E (1, 44) = 2.83, p=.09).
There were no significant interactions.
Retention 2
This retention test (ret 2) was identical to ret 4 of
Experiment 1.

it involved performing tasks of 3 different

speed variations within 3 different relative timings
presented in a random fashion.

Analyses consisted of a 2

(Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative Timing) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during ret 4 can be seen in Figure 7.

No significant block
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effect was found, nor were there any significant
interactions.

Significant differences were found for

practice schedule (E(l,

44) = 4.75, p=.035), as the random

groups (SR & DR) performed better than the blocked groups
(SB & SR) and for relative time (£ (1, 44) = 14.5, p.001),
as the different relative timing groups (DR & DB) performed
better than the same relative timing groups (SR & SB).
Proportional Error
A significant block effect was found (£ (1, 44) = 5.98,
p = .025).

Relative time data appoached significance (EL (1,

44) = 3.58, p<.065), but no differences due to practice
schedule were found (E (1, 44) = 2.6, p».115).

There were

no significant Interactions.

Tjcanafer 1
This novel transfer test (tran 1) Involved three speed
variations of a novel relative timing ratio.

Analyses

consisted of a 2 (Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative Time) x 3
(Blocks) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute errors for each of the four conditions
during transfer 1 can be seen in Figure 8 for absolute
error.

A significant block effect (F (1,44)=7.24, pC.Ol)

was found. Significant differences were found for practice
schedule (F (1,44)=5.58, p=.0226) as the random groups
outperformed the blocked groups.

Significant differences

were also found for relative time (E (1? 44) = 5.32,
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£=.026), as the different relative timing groups (DR & DB)
performed better than the same relative timing groups (SR &
SB).

No significant interactions were found.

Insert Figure 6 about here

proportional Error
A significant block effect was found
£=.02).

(E

(1, 44) = 4.1,

No significant differences were found for either

practice schedule

(E

(1, 44) = 1.23, £=.274) or relative

time (EL (1, 41) = 1.85, £=.18). There were no significant
interactions.
Transfer 2
The second transfer test (tran 2) involved different
speed variations of three novel relative timing ratios.
Analyses consisted of a 2 (Practice Schedule) x 2 (Relative
Timing) x 3 (Blocks) ANOVA with repeated measures on the
last factor.
Absolute Error
Mean absolute error for each of the four conditions
during tran 2 can be seen in Figure 8.
effect was found

(E

A significant block

(1, 44) = 3.81, £<.0259).

No

significant differences were found for relative time (EL (1*
44) = .89, &=.35), significance differences were approached
for practice schedule (E(l ,

44) = 3.73, £=.0598), with the

mean scores of the random groups
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(SR & DR) lower than the blocked groups (SB & D B ) .

There

were no significant interactions.
Proportional Error
No significant block effect was found, nor were there
any significant interactions.

A significant difference was

found for relative time for tran 2 (E (1, 44) = 18.06,
£<.001), the different relative time groups (DB & DR)
performed better than the same relative time groups (SB &
SR).

Differences due to practice schedule were significant

(E (1^ 44) = 4.25, £=.0045), as the random groups (SR & SB)
performed better than the blocked groups (SB & DB).
Control Group Results
To establish that the learning In acquisition did
transfer to the novel situations, a control group was
included in testing which received no acquisition phase.

A

separate 5 (groups) x 3 (blocks) ANOVA with repeated
measures on the last factor for each testing phase was
conducted.

Mean performance can be seen in Figures 7 and 8.

Significant differences were found for each testing phase:
tran 1 (E (4, 55) = 6.54, £<001.), tran 2 (E (4, 55) = 8.23,
£<.001), ret 1 (E (4, 55) = 10.11, £<.001), ret 2 (E (4, 55)
= 10.78, £<.001).

Post hoc Newman Keuls showed the control

consistently performed with more error than any of the other
four conditions (i.e., DR, DB, SR, or SB), which did not
differ.
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Segment Results
The 2 (relative time) x 2 (practice schedule) MANOVA on
segments was similar to the segment results of Experiment 1.
In tran 2, the test that just missed significance in AE,
significant differences were found for each segment for
practice schedule:

segment 1 (E (1, 170) = 12.59, &<.001),

segment 2 (E (1, 1?0) - 7.34 &=,007) and segment 3 (E (1,
170) * 7.88, £ “ *0 0 5 ). The random groups performed with less
error for each segment, than the blocked groups.

In both

acquisition phases differences were not found for segment 1
but were for segment 2 and 3, as in Experiment 1.

In tran

1, ret 1, and ret 2 differences were found for all segments
exactly like the overall AE analyses.

individual Task Results.
A 3 (ratio) by 3 (speed) ANOVA on the individual tasks
found differences almost identical to Experiment 1.
Significant effects were found for ratio (E (2, 236) = 66.5,
ftC.OOl) and for speed (E (2, 235) = 8.17, £<.001).

The

ratio x speed interaction (E (4, 356) = 13.44, £<.001) was
also significant.
in Figure 9.

Means and interaction effects can be seen

Post hoc Newman Keuls comparisons of the ratio

main effect showed that ratios 2:4:3 and 4:3:2 was
consistently performed with more error than ratio 3:2:4.
Post hoc Newman Keuls comparisons of the speed main effect
showed that all three speeds were different.
variations were

The slow speed
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performed with the most error, and the medium speed
variations were performed with the least.

An additional

analysis Involving the 9 individual tasks demonstrated that
the slow version of the relative timing ratio 4:3:2 had the
highest error, with the fast version of 2:4:3 next, while
the medium and the fast versions of 3:2:4 had the smallest
errors.

The other six tasks fell between these two extremes

and the order of the mean errors was almost identical with
Experiment 1.

Insert Figure 9 about here

Discussion
The specific purpose of Experiment 2 was to replicate
the contextual interference effect demonstrated in
Experiment 1, and to extend the results by testing the
learning benefits on two transfer tests which included tasks
that were more distinctly novel when compared to the
practiced tasks.

This experiment also included a control

group which received no acquisition phase in order to assess
the amount of transfer from learning to testing.

Results of

this experiment showed replication of the contextual
interference effect demonstrating that the practice schedule
effects found in Experiment 1 were robust.

As in typical

contextual interference experiments, depressed scores were
found in acquisition for the random groups compared to the
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blocked groups and this difference was reversed on ret 2
which presented different relative timing tasks randomly.
Here the random groups outperformed the blocked groups,
replicating results of ret 4 of Experiment 1.

Also, results

for ret 1, which presented speed variations of one GMP
randomly, were replicated by not finding practice schedule
differences.

This suggests that tasks must be from

different GMPs in order to demonstrate the contextual
Interference effect in retention.
It was hypothesized that the random groups would
perform better than the blocked groups on both novel
transfer tests.

Tran 1 showed clear evidence of this and

tran 2 was very close to significance with the random groups
mean error scores lower than the blocked groups.

Also, the

random group performed reliably better than the blocked
group on each of the individual segments of tran 2. These
findings suggest that the transfer task used in Experiment 1
was confounded by using different relative timing
characteristics for each group, or that it was too similar
to the acquisition tasks to find practice schedule benefits.
These results further indicate that the conditions of the
transfer test are lnfluencial in demonstrating the
contextual interference effect.
Other results indicate that learning in acquisition
transferred to each of the four transfer tests, as the
control group did significantly poorer than each of the
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experimental conditions.

Also, the Individual task analyses

indicated that like Experiment 1, for both acquisition
phases and tran 2, the first segments were not performed
differently by practice schedule conditions, while segments
2 and 3 were.

This finding indicates that learning to

control the timing of the second and third segments was
facilitated by different practice schedules.
General Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the
relationship between variability of practice and contextual
interference.

These two effects have been referred to as

incompatible in recent motor learning literature (e.g., Lee,
Maglll, & Weeks, 1965; Wulf & Schmidt, 1988).

This

incompatibility has resulted from the consideration that the
variability of practice hypothesis states that increased
variability of practice enhances learning of skills, while
the contextual interference effect states that given equal
amounts of variability, high levels of Interference created
by random practice schedules will facilitate learning.

The

problem, then, has been to determine if learning benefits
were due to increased practice variability or to practice
schedule differences.

The hypothesis proposed in the

present study was that each of these views can be considered
compatible, as each effect addresses different learning
situations (Maglll & Hall, in press).
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Support for the hypothesis that variability of practice
and contextual Interference are compatible was demonstrated
in the two experiments reported here.

The typical

contextual interference effect was found in each experiment
as the random acquisition groups had depressed scores in
acquisition but on the transfer and retention tests where
predicted, this was reversed as the random groups
demonstrated higher levels of performance than the blocked
or control groups.

Further, the results of Wulf and Schmidt

were replicated in that the same relative timing groups
performed better in acquisition and on retention or transfer
tests that Involving tasks from the same GMPs as the tasks
they had learned.

The findings presented here support the

view that variability of practice and contextual
Interference address different learning situations.

Thus,

support was provided for the hypothesis by Maglll and Hall
(in press) that in a multiple skill learning situation, when
the to-be-learned variations are from the same GMP, then the
contextual Interference effect should not occur.

In this

situation, variability of practice is Important to
facilitate schema enhancement and will influence learning,
as demonstrated by Wulf and Schmidt and replicated by this
study.

Furthermore, when the to-be-learned skill variations

are from different GMPs, practice schedules becomes
important and lnfluenclal, as high contextual Interference
practice (i.e., random presentation of tasks) creates a more
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cognitively demanding learning situation, which results in
higher learning scores.
It is important to note that these results do not
refute the results of the experiment by wulf and Schmdlt.
They do, however, demonstrate that the design used in their
experiment was lnadaquate to address the question they
proposed, which was whether learning benefits in a variable
situation were due to schema enhancement or to contextual
interference. By not including a practice schedule
manipulation, they ommltted an essential component in
creating the contextual interference effect.
While the results of the present experiment support the
Maglll and Hall <in press) hypothesis, they provide evidence
that their hypothesis needs to address the conditions and
task characteristics of the retention and transfer tests.
The results of both experiments suggest that these
characteristics must be considered in addition to the task
characteristics in acquisition, in order for learning
benefits due to contextual interference to appear.

These

learning benefits were generally demonstrated only on
transfer tests that included novel relative timing tasks, as
opposed to novel overall duration.

There were, however, two

exceptions to that, tran 2 of both experiments.

Tran 2 of

Experiment 1 had very similar relative timing
characteristics as the acquisition tasks, plus it was
confounded by not presenting the same relative timing tasks
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to each condition.

Tran 2 o£ Experiment 2 narrowly missed

attaining a reliable difference due to practice schedule.
Retention results showed that the contextual interference
effect was demonstrated on tests that presented skill
variations from different GMPs randomly, no effects were
found for skill variations with the same relative time
characteristics, even when presented randomly.

No retention

benefits were demonstrated when a single acquisition task
was presently repetitively.
Another finding worthy of further research is the unique
control problems that were demonstrated by the different
timing combinations for the three segment arm movement.
Relative timing patterns presented different levels of
difficulty for subjects.

For instance, moving fast for the

first segment and then slowing down for the second or third
segments, was a more difficult control problem for learners
then moving slow for the first segment then speeding up.
The relative timing pattern that was learned with the most
ease was to move with medium speed on the first segment,
speed up on the second segment and end with a slow segment.
Because the apparatus was designed in a diamond shape, it is
not possible to conclude that these differences were simply
sequential control problems, each movement required a change
of direction in addition to speed.

A three segment arm

movement in a straight line horizontally or vertically may
find completely different results.

Also, considering the
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Individual segment results,

it Is interesting to note, that

the first segment of movement generally found different
statistical results when compared to the overall movement
analysis and the results of the second and third segments.
In light of this finding, studies that have used a one
segment timing task may have found different results had two
or three segments been Included.
More research needs to be done to investigate how
generalizable these findings are.

It is important to test

these hypotheses using other invariant features (other than
relative timing) to control for tasks being from the same or
different GMPs.

Future research could vary relative force

or the sequence of component parts to examine the influence
of variant vs. invariant task characteristics on learning
benefits due to different practice schedules.
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Footnotes
1The distinction between the teems "retention" and
"transfer" should be seen as rather arbitrary here, since
in all tests at least one group transfers to a new
situation.

However, to be consistent with terminology used

by Wulf and Schmidt (1986), a test is termed a "retention"
test if the tasks that were practiced in acquisition were
tested at some later time, regardless of the practice
schedule.

If the test is termed a "transfer" test, then a

novel task (or tasks) was performed at some time after the
aquisltion trials were completed.

The test may be novel in

overall duration only, or it may have novel relative timing
as well.
2The term "proportional error" is used rather than
"relative time"

(which was used by Wulf and Schmidt)

for

this dependent measure because "relative time" was used in
the present study to represent the independent variable
that differentiates tasks as being within the same GMP or
between different GMPs.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 .

a

schematic diagram of the task.

Figure 2 .

Absolute error (In msec) for acquisition 1,

retention 1, and acquisition 2 performance for Experiment 1.
Figure 3 .

Absolute error (In msec) for transfer tests 1 and

2 performance for Experiment 1.
Figure 4 .

Absolute error

(in msec) for retention tests 2,

3/ and 4 performance for Experiment 1.
Figure 5 .

Absolute error

(in msec) for the

speed by ratio

interaction for Experiment 1.
Figure 6 .

Absolute error (In msec) for acquisition 1 and 2

performance for Experiment 2.
Figure 7 .

Absolute error (In msec) for retention tests 1

and 2 performance for Experiment 2.
Figure 8 .

Absolute error (In msec) for transfer tests 1 and

2 performance for Experiment 2.
Figure 9 .

Absolute error

(In msec) for the

interaction for Experiment 2.
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Contextual Interference and Variability of Practice:
A Theoretical Comparison
An important Issue in the study of motor skill
acquisition concerns the optimal structure of the practice
session.

Among many variables that the teacher/coach must

consider when structuring the practice session are the
different types of tasks the learner needs to experience,
and the conditions under which these experiences should be
presented. Two practice variables that are concerned with
these issues are the variability of practice hypothesis and
the contextual Interference effect. The relationship of
these two effects in the motor learning literature is the
concern of this review paper.

The variability of practice

hypothesis developed from Schmidt's schema theory (1975)
and predicts that practice with many different variations
of a skill (variable practice) creates better, more stable
rules (or schema) than practice with just one instance of a
task (constant practice).

With practice, particularly

variable practice, the rules become more well defined and
produce superior performance of skills.

The implication

for the teacher/coach is when practicing a motor skill,
expose the learner to many different variations of that
skill during practice.
contextual interference is a learning phenomenon
which has demonstrated that Interference during practice is
actually beneficial to learning of motor skills,

when
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several variations of a skill are learned concurrently, and
they are practiced such that there will be Interference
between the tasks, then the ability to perform these tasks
later (retention) and the ability to perform other similar
tasks (transfer) is enhanced.

The implications for these

findings are when learning several variations of a skill in
a practice session, the variations should not be presented
in a long sequential manner.

Rather, practice on the

several skill variations should be interspersed thoughout
the practice session to obtain maximal learning benefits.
The variability of practice hypothesis makes no
inferences about the schedule of the practice session.

It

is the amount of variability within a movement class that
leads to beneflcal learning effects.

Alternatively, the

contextual interference effect states that the practice
schedule is influencial, that interference created in
acquisition due to randomization of skill variation
presentations will result in

learning benefits as

demonstrated on transfer and retention tests.

However, the

contextual interference effect makes no stipulation about
being within a movement class, the variations may be from
any movement class as long a functional interference is
introduced in the practice session, then learning benefits
will occur.
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The question this paper addresses Is, what Is the
nature of the relationship between the variability of
practice prediction and the contextual interference effect
in motor skill acquisition?

Theoretically, the issue is

are these two effects compatible, or if one is found to be
valid, does that necessitate that the other is invalid?
Further, if they are compatible, what are the specific
conditions that allow for this compatibility, and what are
the conditions that favor one over the other?
Given these questions, a need exists to review the
research that has investigated the variability of practice
hypothesis and the contextual interference effect to
determine the nature of the relationship between them.
This review then, has two purposes.

First, to overview the

existing literature of each effect.

And secondly, to

examine the motor learning literature that provides
evidence indicating the nature of the relationship between
the effects.

To achieve these purposes, the review is

organized in the following way:

first, an operational

definition will be made outlining the factors that will
differentiate a variability of practice experiment from a
contextual interference experiment.

Then, a typical

experiment from each category and typical findings will be
described.

Variations that differ with this typical case

are discussed along with other specific relevant empirical
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evidence.

The current theoretical understanding of each

effect will then be explored.

Followed by an examination

of the studies which have attempted to make a connection
between the two effects.

And finally, the current state of

the issue will be summarized, and future directions will be
suggested that may help clarify the relationship of these
two learning effects.
Variability of Practice
Introduction and Background

Motor skill acquisition has been explained by a number
of theories (e.g., Keele, 1968; Adams, 1971; Schmidt,
1975).

These theories have promoted and influenced the

direction of research endeavors following their appearance
in the motor learning literature.

One aspect of Schmidt's

schema theory that has been particularly scrutinized is the
variability of practice hypothesis.
The basic foundation for the schema theory is the
generalized motor program (GMP).

The GMP has been

theorized to contain an abstract memorial representation
for each motor skill that is learned and is used to create
new movements within that skill.

Each GMP governs a class

of movements that are all based on a common general motor
pattern.

For instance, a jumpshot in basketball may never

be performed exactly the same way twice, and yet a skilled
basketball player is able to determine the exact amount of
force and trajectory needed at release to be successful.
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Thus, shooting a basketball represents a class of
movements, and schema theory predicts that each instance of
shooting would be governed by the same generalized motor
program. Through practice, the development of the recall
and recognition schema allow for the decisions to be made
by the learner or skilled performer to apply the correct
specifications (parameters) to the generalized motor
program and successfully execute future attempts at the
motor skill. Thus, parameters are the variable portion of
the generalized motor program that the performer controls
as opposed to the constant (invariant) features which
differentiate one generalized motor program from another.
The recall schema is involved in response production.
In order to achieve a desired outcome, the recall schema
selects the parameters required to execute the generalized
motor program properly.

This rule Is based on past

attempts at running the program.

The recall schema

compares the initial conditions, which are the limb
positions or the state of the environment prior to the
action (specifically, distance from basket, position of
defender), the response-outcome information, which is the
actual outcome or the knowledge of results (KR) for the
movement, and the parameters that were chosen when the
program was executed.

Through many instances of this

comparison, the performer begins to abstract the
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information about the relationship and creates a rule,
which is analogous to a regression line that is stored in
memory and maps the parameters chosen to the movement
outcomes.

As rule learning continues (practice) the

strength of the relationship is hypothesized to be
increased as the number of parameter remapplngs with the
movement outcomes increase.

This theory suggests that the

greater the number of movement experiences (variability)
within a response the better the recall schema,
consequently the better the decision and the higher the
probability for success with a novel instance of the
movement class.

Schema theory predicts that practice with

many different parameter selections of a skill (variable
practice) will create better, more stable schema when
compared to practice with just one variation of a skill
(constant practice).

This prediction has been termed the

variability of practice hypothesis.
Typical Experiment and Delimitations

Experimental concern for the variability of practice
prediction began in 1975 after Schmidt's schema theory was
published.

With minor variations, a typical variability of

practice experiment has one or more "constant" groups which
practice one variation of a task throughout the acquisition
phase.

There is also one or more "variable" groups which

learn two, three or four variations on the task (e.g.,
different patterns, weights, distances, times, etc) during
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the acquisition phase.

Following acquisition a comparison

is made on the amount o£ "learning" achieved by testing one
variation o£ the task (the criterion) using retention o£
one o£ the original tasks or transfer to a previously
unpracticed variation.

If the variable group shows less

error and/or better performance during this test of
learning then support for the variability of practice
hypothesis is concluded.
It is important to note here that the variability of
practice hypothesis predicts an advantage when practice
occurs within a movement class, that is with variations of
the same generalized motor program. This mental
representation is generalized for a class of movement
patterns.

Within a class of movements, various aspects are

easy to change, while other aspects are apparently constant
from response to response.

These constant aspects have

been termed invariant features and serve to define and
differentiate movement classes.

Schmidt (1988) has

suggested the order of events, the phasing or relative
timing, and the relative force used to create a movement as
invarient features.

Much empirical evidence has been found

supporting these candidates, particularly relative timing,
as invariant features.

However, evidence has also been

forwarded questioning the accuracy of that view and the
validity of the previous evidence (Gentner, 1987;
1988; Heuer & Schmidt, 1988).

Heuer,
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Since the recall schema Is a rule based on the relationship
between the choice of parameters and the movement outcome,
one must have parameter changes only to be within the realm
of the variability of practice predictions.

That is, if

the task variations are from different movement classes,
governed by different generalized motor programs, the
variability of practice hypothesis would theoretically make
no predictions, based on the definition of the recall
shema.

Therefore, to differentiate and delimit an

experiment as a variability of practice experiment, the
learning situation should involve more than one variation
of a task within the same movement class for at least one
group, and the testing phase should be a test of one
variation of the learned skill, either the established
criterion or a novel variation.
Empirical Evidence

In the considerable number of variability of practice
experiments, the researchers have been very consistent in
staying within a movement class and varlng parameters of
one generalized motor program.

The most commonly used

apparatus is a linear or curvilinear slide with the
distance parameter being varied (Husak & Reeve, 1979; Kerr,
1982; McCracken & Stelmach, 1977; Wrisberg & McLean, 1984;
Zelaznlk, 1977).

Of these studies, all found support or at

least partial support for the variability of practice
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prediction except Zelaznik (1977), who found no difference
In the transfer performance to a new movement distance for
subjects who trained with a single distance or those who
practiced three distances during training.

On the same

apparatus, using a single distance with varied criterion
times to make the movement, Newell and Shapiro (1976) found
partial support for the variability of practice prediction
in that they reported significantly more accurate transfer
to a new movement time for varied movement time practice
subjects only when the response parameter of the transfer
movement was moderately different from those of the
training task.

Two experiments have used the linear slide,

but varied the force parameter by changing the weight of
the carriage that is moved along the trackway (Pease &
Rupnow, 1963; Doody & Zelaznik, 1966).

Pease and Rupnow

(1963) found that the constant group performed better than
the*variable group for a novel testing weight within the
range of practice for the variable group.

Similarly, Doody

and Zelaznik (1988) found the constant practice group
performed a novel weight variations of the task with less
error than a variable practice group for both an inside and
an outside transfer situation.

Using a combination of

distance and time parameter modifications on a linear
slide, Wrisberg, winter, and Kuhlmen (1987) found each set
of parameter changes showed support for variability of
practice and concluded that learning advantages
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attributable to variable practice were not a function of
the specific task components varied.

Using a linear slide,

then, evidence supporting the variability of practice
prediction is consistent with the exception of varing the
force parameter, here no support has been demonstrated.
Other tasks have been used as well, a coincident
anticipation timer with varying velocities as parameter
changes has been used with children (Wrisberg & Mead, 1981)
which did not find support for variability of practice, and
with adults (Wrisberg, & Ragsdale, 1979) which did find
support for the prediction.

Using children throwing bean

bags of differing weights (i.e., varying the force
parameter) Carson and

Welgand (1979) found support for

variability of practice In that groups with variable
practice peformed significantly better in an immediate
retention then groups with constant practice. Additionally,
after a two-week retention interval loss in performance was
significantly less for the group with variable practice
than all other groups.

Using a shuttlecock throw to

equidistance targets placed at different angles to the
subject, Moxley (1979) found support for better development
of the recall schema through variable practice.

The

preponderance of the empirical evidence supports the
variability of practice prediction, with a few noteable
exceptions:

Doody and Zelaznik, 1988;

Moxley, 1979;
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Pease and Rupnow, 1983; Wrisberg and Mead, 1981; Zelaznik,
1977.

Ccntexfoial-Lnterference
introduction and Background

Another practice variable that has Implications for the
teacher/coach concerning the structure of the practice
session is the contextual Interference effect.

The term

contextual Interference, was borrowed from the verbal
learning literature where Battlg (1966, 1972) noted if the
conditions under which the word pair associations were
learned were more difficult, then higher retention levels
occurred.

Battlg posed that this functional Interference In

the learning session could be created in two ways; either
adding contextual variety (changes across trials) or
Increasing the similarity between choices.

The first method

Is a between task Interference and the second Is a within
task Interference.

He hypothesized that interference and

the further processing that must occur due to It, would
depress acquisition performance but subsequently facilitate
learning.

Further, this Interference and subsequent

processing, would decrease the dependence of the memory
representation on the reinstatement of the acquisition
context, and facilitate learning as demonstated on retention
tests or transfer to similar task variations.
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This general learning phenomenon was £irst applied to
the motor domain by Shea and Morgan (1979) when they
demonstrated that by increasing the difficulty of the
training phase (i.e. contextual variety), learning of
simultaneous motor tasks was facilitated. They had subjects
learn three motor tasks which Involved knocking over three
barriers in a prescribed movement pattern with the right
hand as fast as possible.

The motor task was taught in

either a repetitious (blocked) or a nonrepetitious (random)
practice schedule.

Subjects in the blocked condition (low

contextual interference) practiced each movement pattern for
18 trials before the next movement pattern was Introduced,
subjects in the random condition (high contextual
interference) practiced the three movement patterns in an
unsystematic order for 54 trials.

Learning was tested on a

retention test of the originally learned patterns and on a
transfer test to two new but similar patterns.

They found

that while a random practice condition suppressed
acquisition performance relative to the blocked practice
condition, both retention and transfer performance were
facilitated relative to the blocked practice condition.
This contextual interference effect has since been
replicated and extended by a number of researchers

(e.g..
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Goode & Magi11, 1986; Lee & Maglll, 1983; Lee, Maglll 6
Weeks, 1985; Gabriele, Hall, & Buckolz, 1987;

Shea, Morgan,

& Ho, 1981).
Empirical evidence since Shea & Morgan (1979) Indicates
that some Individual differences such as experience level
(Del Rey, Wughalter, and Whitehurst, 1982; Goode, 1986;
Goode & Wei, 1988);

gender (Del Rey, Whitehurst, Wughalter,

& Barnwell, 1983; Del Rey, Whitehurst, & Wood, 1983);

and

personality types— reflective vs impulsive (Jelsma & Van
Merrlenboer, 1989; Jelsma & Pieters, 1989a, 1989b);

affect

the likelihood of facilitation of learning by increasing the
interference in training (for a further review see Maglll &
Hall, in press).

That is, learners with experience in open

motor skills more readily demonstrate the contextual
interference effect than inexperienced learners, as do males
when compared to females,

subjects with reflective

personalities demonstrate the effect more readily than
subjects with impulsive personalities.
Definition and Delimitation

In motor skills, the contextual interference effect may
be defined as the process of creating Interference in the
cognitive events during practice, which results In
facilitation of learning as measured by retention and
transfer tasks.

To be classified as a contextual

interference experiment for this study, the delimiting
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factors are that the experiment must have more than one
skill or task variation being learned and there must be a
manipulation of the practice schedule.

Typical Experiment
A typical contextual interference experiment has
several (e.g. 3 or 4) variations of a task that are learned
concurrently under different practice schedules.

The usual,

or most basic manipulation of the practice schedule has two
groups, one that learns using a random presentation of task
variations (high interference situation), and a second that
learns the task variations separately or in blocks,
completing the practice on one task before going onto the
next (low interference situation).

Learning is then tested

using the original three variations of the task (retention
tests) or a novel version of the task (transfer). Generally,
each learning test is presented both randomly and in a
blocked fashion, with groups counterbalanced or split.
Thus, at least for retention,

the contextual interference

experiments test for learning on all concurrently learned
tasks, while the variability of practice designs generally
test for learning on one designated criterion task.

variations on this basic contextual interference
experimental design have often included additional groups
with intermediary or mixed practice schedules.

Lee and

Maglll (1963) and Goode and Maglll (1988) included a third
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group which received a serial presentation o£ the tasks
(e.g., ABCABC).

This serial group had the continual variety

of the random group, but the predictability of the blocked
group.

The rational for this procedure was to further

identify the locus of the contextual variety interference.
Was It the randomness or the unpredictability that
Influenced learning and caused the contexutal interference
effect to occur?

The serial group was found to perform

similarly to the random group on a transfer task, Indicating
that It was not the unpredictability of the random group,
but more the alternating of tasks that caused the contextual
interference effect.

Intermediate groups have also been

used, which require subjects to complete a specific number
of trials and then randomly switch to another variation of
the task (Goode & Wei, 1988;
1988, exp. 1).

Plgott & Shapiro, 1984; Poto,

The rational for this procedure was that

possibly the task demands of an open motor skill may be
better learned if the subject has small blocks in which to
correct errors, particularly In the Initial parts of
learning.

Random practice may be too difficult for

beginners and some combination of blocked and then random
practice may be more optimal during the early stages of
learning.

Findings have shown that variations of

blocked-random training schedules generally lead to
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comparable or better performance than random practice on
transfer tests in open skills.
Theoretical Background

An explanation of the mechanism underlying the
contextual Interference effect has been offered by Shea and
Zlmny (1983, 1988).

In the random or high contextual

Interference group the presence of multiple tasks in working
memory induces more distinctive and elaborative processing.
This explains the facilitated learning results of the random
group over the blocked group which holds only one task in
working memory. Conditions of high contextual interference
provide an opportunity to maintain a number of tasks in
working memory across the entire acquisition phase.

This

enables the learner to perform more comparative (inter-task
or between task) processing which facilitates development of
more distinctive representations of task information in
addition to increasing the number of retrieval routes
available to access this information.

Conversely, learners

practicing in low contextual interference conditions must
rely on task representations being developed through
intra-task (within a task) elaborations.

Shea and Zimny

(1983) suggest that in relatively easy tasks intra-task
elaboration may not ensure a complete and precise task
representation, or an adaquate number of retrieval routes
for successful performance later.

Therefore, the blocked
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practice schedule has diminished retrieval success in the
testing phase due to lack o£ inter-task processing.
support for this view has comes from Zlmny (1981) who
utilized verbal protocols, and found that subjects in the
random condition reported a greater amount of inter-task
comparisons.

They also referred to task automation

significantly less that the blocked subjects during task
acquisition.
(1981)

Additional support has been found by Morgan

who demonstrated that by giving the subjects the

intent to learn, the retention performance of five patterns
of a multicomponent movement pattern task was facilitated
for both blocked and random practice.

Additionally, Wright

(1988) used a barrler-knock down apparatus, and found
similar results when subjects were encouraged to engage in
different types of processing.

Between trials of blocked

practice, he presented subjects with the other patterns and
asked them to compare the new pattern to the one they had
just practiced.

Results showed that the blocked practice

condition which was encouraged to perform inter-task
processing, performed similarly to the random practice
group, which was in turn worse then the blocked practice
group without inter-task processing during acquisition and
better in retention.
An alternative explanation for the contextual
interference effect has been proposed by Lee and Magill
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(1985).

It is termed the forgetting hypothesis and is based

on Jacoby's (1978) work on repetition effects.

Lee and

Maglll proposed that the random presentation of the task
variations caused the subjects to "forget" the solution of
the movement problem from trial to trial, consequently
having to resolve, or reconstruct a new action plan for each
different pattern presentation.

This explains the inferior

performance on the acquisition trials and superior
performance on the transfer or retention test.
The forgetting hypothesis has been extended into an
action plan reconstruction hypothesis by Maglll, Meeuwsen,
Lee & Mathews (1988) based on Kolers and Rodiger (1964)
argument that the underlying procedures must be similar for
positive transfer to occur.

Kolers and Roediger (1984)

suggest that a skill or procedure learned in one situation
will transfer to a different situation to the extent that
the underlying analytical procedures or processing required
by the two tasks are similar. Subjects that learn under a
low contextual Interference (blocked) practice condition may
rely on previously derived solutions so time to initiate and
complete each successive movement Is less.

Alternatively,

subjects learning under a high contextual interference
(random) condition must engage in more active reconstruction
of the action plan each time a new task is encountered
during the acquisition phase, causing reaction times to be
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slower when compared to a low contextual Interference
condition.

However, the result of this increased action

plan reconstruction Is better learning of the skill; that
is, faster reaction times and movement times during the
retention and transfer phases from that demonstrated during
acquisition, which is indeed what the contextual
interference experiments have found.
Support for this view comes from Lee and Maglll's
(1983) experiment with a serial group reported earlier.
They found that a serial presentation of trials led to
acquisition and retention performance very similar to the
random practice schedule.

They concluded that it was the

non-repetitive nature of the random acquisition that
facilitated learning.

The solution was "forgotten" and

subsequent resolving of the solution with each new
presention created better ability to quickly and accurately
solve similar novel movement problems.

Also in support of

this hypothesis is evidence on the benefits of forgetting by
Lee and Weeks (1987).

They used a linear slide apparatus

and presented a repetition of a previously presented
movement either immediately after a criterion was presented,
or following an Interval of attention-demanding activity.
Subsequent recall revealed conslderbly less variable error
under delayed repetition conditions relative to immediate
repetition conditions.

Thus, like the Lee and Maglll
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hypothesis for the benefits of forgetting during practice,
these findings suggest that under conditions where a subject
can use a previously generated action plan to prepare for a
subsequent trial, the subject will likely circumvent the
processes involved.

After the filled interval, however, the

solution was inaccessible and a reconstruction of the
solution resulted in learning benefits as demonstrated by
superior recall of the movement.
Compatibility of the Two Effects
According to Schmidt's schema theory (1975, 1986) and
the variability of practice prediction, by increasing the
number of parameter remapplngs (variability) experienced in
the practice session, the learner will strengthen the recall
schema of the generalized motor program for that movement
class.

Thus, the choice of parameters for upcoming attempts

of the motor skill will be more accurate and the performer
will be more successful. In the case of random and blocked
conditions of practice, such as those used in the typical
contextual interference experiment, the amount of
variability of practice is identical for each group, only
the practice schedule is different. That is, the random and
blocked conditions both practice the same number of trials
on the same number of task variations (e.g., 3), only the
order of presentation of tasks differs.

Despite this

constant amount of variability, differential effects in
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transfer and retention of the motor tasks have been shown to
occur due to the practice schedule differences.

Thus, these

two effects do not appear to be compatible.
Although theoretically, these effects seem to preclude
each other, the Initial work In contextual Interference was
considered consistent with the variability of practice
hypothesis by the early researchers.

In the Initial

demonstration of contextual interference in the motor
domain, shea and Morgan (1979) briefly state that previous
research has dealt mainly with the variability involved in
the practice session, but not the scheduling of that
variability.

In a later paper. Shea and zimny (1983)

describe the difference between the two effects as being
motor versus cognitive.

Specifically, the researchers

stated the variability of practice hypothesis predicts more
positive motor tranfer due to variable practice, and the
practice schedule differences affect the perceptual and
cognitive processes in addition to the motor component of
skill performance,

shea and Zlmny state that contextual

Interference predictions seem quite consistent with the
prediction of Schmidt's schema theory and the variability of
practice prediction.

However, they also conclude that

schema theory does not address the practice schedule issue,
nor does it provide rationale for why a random practice
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schedule should Influence performance on transfer vhen the
amount of variability is held constant.
In an examination of the variability of practice
literature as to practice schedule, Lee, Maglll, and weeks
(1985), point out the same inconsistancles between
contextual interference and the variability of practice
hypothesis.

Their review found that the practice schedules

used for the variability groups were Inconsistent across the
variability literature.

The variable groups sometimes

learned under a random practice schedule and sometimes under
a blocked practice schedule.

Further, they found the

experiments which presented task variations randomly (for
the variability group) demonstated the varlabllty of
practice hypothesis more consistently than the experiments
in which the tasks were presented in a blocked fashion.
They hypothesized that the variability of practice
experiments showed equivocal results due to differences in
practice schedules.

To test this hypothesis, they performed

two experiments that compared blocked and random practice
schedules for learning three variations of a timing task
(two segment arm movement), against a constant practice
condition where one timing task goal was presented.

This

experimental design combines the methodology of both the
variability of practice and the contextual Interference
experiments by manipulating the amount of varlabllitly as
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well as the practice schedule.

The testing phase consisted

of two novel transfer tests, one inside the range of
previous practice and the other outside the range of
previous practice.

An Inside tranfer test is within the

range of timing constraints learned during acquisition,
while an outside transfer task Is not within that range.
For Lee, Maglll, and Weeks (1985), In acquisition the total
movement time was from 900 to 1100 msec; the inside transfer
had a total movement time of 1000 msec, while the outside
transfer had a 1600 msec total.

They found that for the

outside transfer, the random variability group consistently
performed better than the constant group.

However, the

blocked variability group in the first experiment was better
than the constant group on the outside transfer, and in the
second experiment was worse than the constant group,

on the

inside tranfer test there was no difference in any of the
conditions for either experiment. The researchers conclude
that their results argued favorably for schema theory, and
are consonant with the contextual interference effect; that
random practice enhanced the variability benefits.

They

state that subjects performing under random conditions
experience choice of action parameters and outcomes with
greater breadth compared to performance under blocked or
constant conditions, which contributes to enhanced
performance on tranfer.

In other words, the variability of
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the practice session was more variable in the random group,
thus supporting the tenets of schema theory.
This study was not an adequate test of the variability
of practice hypothesis as opposed to the contextual
Interference effect however, as a closer inspection of the
criterion times reveals.

Lee, Magill, and Weeks (1985)

utilized different relative timing ratios for the
two-segment movement throughout the experiment.

According

to Schmidt's schema theory, these variations were not
parameter changes but were changes between generalized motor
programs, so the variability of practice predictions should
not apply.
Examining a different aspect of this area, Poto's (1988)
findings, when applied to the compatibility of the
variability of practice prediction and the contextual
interference effect may suggest a means of explaining their
compatibility.

In a doctoral dissertation, Poto performed

two contextual interference experiments with a barrier
knockdown task.

The first experiment followed the typical

methodology while including a modified blocked group and
found the usual contextual interference effect (depression
of the random group in acquisition and subsequent
facilitation in retention when compared to the blocked
condition).

In the second experiment, however, the patterns

were not varied, here the three task variations followed the
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same pattern but the criterion time to move through the
pattern was varied. Thereby, the subjects were required to
make parameter changes o£ the same program, rather than
learning three different motor programs.

No contextual

Interference effects were found, as there were no
differences across groups for either acquisition or
retention of the learned timing pattern due to practice
schedule.

These results suggest that in a contextual

interference situation, parameter changes alone do not
create the same functional interference that changes between
movement classes create.

Poto's hypothesis was concerned

with retrlevability of motor tasks from long-term memory,
therefore, the issue of compatibility was not addressed
theoretically in her paper.
These findings prompted Magill and Hall (in press) to
hypothesize that perhaps the characteristics of the tasks
being concurrently practiced influences the occurance of the
contextual interference effec.

Specifically, when the task

variations are within the same motor program, then the
contextual interference effect will not occur, but when the
task variations are governed by different generalized motor
programs then the contextual interference effect will occur.
If this hypothesis is found to be correct, then the
predictions of the variability of practice hypothesis and
contextual interference effect could be considered
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compatible.

When the task variations are parameter changes

only, then practice schedule should not Influence learning.
Additionally, If the task variations are governed by
different generalized motor programs, then the variability
of practice hypothesis should not apply, as it addresses
learning situations involving tasks within the same movement
class.
In an experiment which was designed to control for the
differences due to learning within or between generalized
motor programs, Wulf and Schmidt (1988) used a 3 segment arm
movement with variable timing requirements for each segment.
These specific time criterions allowed the task variations
to differ by both relative timing and overall duration.
Based on Schmidt's schema theory the movements with the same
phasing were assumed to be produced by the same generalized
motor program, while different phasing movements came from
different movement classes.

Wulf and Schmidt (1988) stated

that either contextual interference effects create this
facilitation or that the schema formation is responsible.
They used two groups, one which learned three different
movements within a movement class, and another which learned
three tasks with different relative timing, or between
movement classes. Throughout acquisition all subjects
received repetitions of the same task for 6 trials, followed
by a random switch to another timing task.

The basic 3
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segment arm movement was always the same, Just the timing
was changed. The groups were then tested on two different
transfer tests, one with the same phasing as learned in
acquisition, and another with a novel phasing for all
groups.

Findings showed that in transfer the same phasing

group performed better in the transfer task with the same
phasing that they had learned, but the context group
performing better in the transfer task with novel phasing.
They concluded that when transferring within a movement
class, the facilitation of learning in a variability of
practice situation is not due to contextual factors, but due
to schema formation.

But when one is outside of a

particular movement class, then learning is facilitated by
contextual variety.

They further concluded that context

effects do play a role in schema formation but are not
solely responsible for the facilitation of transfer and
retention created by variability of practice.
The Wulf and Schmidt (1988) experiment, however, did
not manipulate practice schedule.

There was never a random

presentation of tasks, either in acquisition or retention.
All trials were presented in the same fashion to both groups
throughout the experiment; blocks of six or blocks of 18
trials.

Thus, any facilitation by contextual interference

is impossible to discern.

Here again, the methodology used

was not sufficient to include or control for all of the
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factors contributing to the relationship between the
variability of practice hypothesis and the contextual
interference effect.

However, their findings suggest that

there are differential effects for learning tasks within as
opposed to between generalized motor programs. This is
essentially the same finding as Poto (1988), which suggests
possible compatibility between the two effects.

Suggestions for Future Research
Three Factors to Consider and Control For

The methodology required to empirically test the
relationship between the variability of practice prediction
and the contextual interference effect necessitates a
combination of two studies previously described:

Lee,

Magill, and Weeks (1985), and Wulf and Schmidt (1988). Lee,
Magill, and Weeks manipulated both amount of variability and
practice schedule, but did not control for the between or
within generalized motor program aspect.

Wulf and Schmidt

presented a means of controlling whether a group practiced
within a generalized motor program (same phasing) or between
generalized motor program (different phasing), however they
did not manipulate the practice schedule.

Thus, a direct

test of the relative contributions of each effect has not
been done.

In order to test the relative contributions of

the variability of practice hypothesis and the contextual
interference effect, there are three factors to consider and
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control for:

the amount of variability, the practice

schedule, and being within or between generalized motor
programs,

one way to incorporate all three factors into one

experiment would require a researcher to begin with a design
similar to Wulf and Schmidt (1988).

By utilizing a

segmental timing task, the researchers can vary the relative
timing as well as the overall duration.

Thus creating one

set of timing tasks that have the same phasing

(S group),

and another set that ha3 different phasing (D group).
Within these two groups, half would receive a random
practice schedule, and half a blocked practice schedule.
Thereby, phasing and practice schedule are manipulated,
similar to the Lee, Magill, and Weeks design, a fifth group
is required that practices under constant conditions, that
is the acquisition phase would consist of practice on only
one variation of the task, the same relative timing and the
3ame overall duration throughtout acquisition.
amount of variability is manipulated.

Thus, the

Future research will

need to Incorporate all three of these influencial factors
into the design, in order to gain an understanding of the
relationship between the variability of practice hypothesis
and the contextual Interference effect.
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Be seated comfortably In the chair, and place the index
finger of your right hand in the thimble, and the wristband
about to your elbow to hold the wires out of the way.

Your

movement is to touch the brass targets with the thimble in a
diamond pattern.

This is a three segment movement.

Each

segment has it's own target time which will be illustrated
on the screen prior to each trial.
milliseconds.

All times will be in

Following the trial, your time along with the

target time will be illustrated on the screen.

For each

segment, if your time is smaller than the target time then
your movement was too fast, if your time is larger then you
moved too slow (e.g., target 200 msec, your time 150 msec,
you were 50 msec too fast).

Your goal is to get as close to

each individual target time as possible.
You will be required to participate for two days about
45 minutes each day.
or 126 trials.

Today you will do 3 sets of 42 trials,

Tomorrow you will do 111.

If at any time you do not understand the target times or
the feedback as to your results, please ask the
experimenter, otherwise the only feedback you will get will
be the numbers on the computer screen.
questions?

Do you have any
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Table I
Specific Relative Timing Ratios and Time Criterions used
In Acquisition for Experiment 1 end 2

Acquisition

Some:
1

300-225-150
4:
3: 2

2

225-150-300
3;
2: 4

3

150-300-225
2:
4: 3

400-300-200
4: 3:
2
300-200-400
3: 2: 4
200-400-300
2: 4: 3

500-375-250
4:
3: 2
375-250-500
3:
2:
4
250-500-375
2:
4: 3

Different ■
1 150-300-225
2:
4: 3

400-300-200
4: 3: 2

375-250-500
3:
2: 4

2

300-225-150
4:
3:
2

300-200-400
3:
2:
4

250-500-375
2: 4:
3

3

225-150-300
3:
2: 4

200-400-300
2:
4:
3

500-375-250
4:
3:
2

Table 2
Specific Relative Tlmlno-Rotios-Usftd In Retention and Transfer In Experiment 1

BflL_L

ICOILl

Txod.2

Ret 2 & 3»

Ret.4

Same
1 Medium Speed
4:
3:
2

4:
3:
2
6 0 0 -3 0 0 -4 5 0

3:
4: 2
4 5 0 -6 0 0 -3 0 0

Fast. Med, & Slow
4:
3:
2

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

2 Medium Speed
3:
2: 4

3:
2: 4
4 5 0 -3 0 0 -6 0 0

2: 3: 4
3 0 0 -4 5 0 -6 0 0

Fast, Med, & Slow
3:
2: 4

Fast, Med, 8. Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

3 Medium Speed
2:
4:
3

2.
4:
3
3 0 0 -6 0 0 -4 5 0

4:
2: 3
6 0 0 -3 0 0 -4 5 0

Fast, Med, & Slow
2:
4: . 3

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

Different
1 Medium Speed
4:
3:
2

4:
3:
2
6 0 0 -3 0 0 -4 5 0

3: 4: 2
450-600-300;

Fast, Med, & Slow
4:
3:
2

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

2 Medium Speed
3:
2: 4

3:
2: 4
450 -3 0 0 -6 0 0

2: 3: 4
3 0 0 -4 5 0 -6 0 0

Fast, Med, & Slow
3:
2:
4

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

3 Medium Speed
2:
4:
3

2:
4:
3
3 0 0 -6 0 0 -4 5 0

4:
2: 3
6 0 0 -3 0 0 -4 5 0

Fast, Med, & Slow
2:
4:
3

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

*Ret 2 presented In a blocked fashion. Ret 3 presented randomly.

!

Table 3
SOKlflc Relative Timing Rs Upb Used In Retention anti Transfer in Experiment 2
Ret l

Ret 2

Iran 1

Seme
1 Fast. Med, & Slow
4: 3: 2

Feet, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Retloe

Fast, Med, & Stow
6: 2: 4

Speed Variations Of
5: 3: 4; 3: 6: 2; 1: 2: 3, 5 :6 .2

2 Feet, Med, & Slow
3: 2:
4

Feel, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

Feet, Med, & Slow
6: 2: 4

Speed Vartotlone Of
5: 3: 4 3: 6: 2; I: 2: 3, 5:6:2

3 Feet, Med, & Slow
2:
4:
3

Feet, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

Fast, Med, & Slow
6: 2: 4

Speed Variations Of
5: 3: 4; 3: 6: 2; I: 2: 3. 5:6:2

Olfferent
I Fast, Med. & Stow
4:
3:
2

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

Fast, Med, & Slow
6: 2: 4

Speed Variations Of
5: 3: 4; 3: 6: 2; 1: 2: 3, 5:6:2

2 Fast. Med, & Slow
3:
2:
4

Faet, Had, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

Faet, Med, & Slow
6: 2: 4

Speed Variations Of
5: 3: 4; 3: 6: 2; I: 2: 3. 5: 6: 2

Fast, Med, & Slow
6: 2: 4

Speed Variations Of
5: 3: 4; 3: 6: 2; 1: 2: 3, 5:6:2

3 Fast, Med, & Slow
2:
4:
3

Fast, Med, & Slow
3 Acq. Ratios

Iran 2
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Table 4
Absolute Error ANOVA Table for Experiment 1
df

F

P

Acq 1

PS
RT
PSxR T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
6,252
6,252
6,252
6,252

13.4
4.45
.1
24.04
5.03
1.31
1.84

.0007
.0406
.7567
.0001
.003
.274
.146

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS xR T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

.47
4.23
1.36
2.92
1.53
.13
.52

.4971
.0458
.2498
.0594
.2213
.8773
.5949

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
6,252
6,252
6,252
6,252

7.01
14.36
1.02
4.3
1.04
.56
.50

.0112
.0005
.3191
.0041
.3754
.6437
.6330
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Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

.06
.40
.23
1.56
.05
.09
.23

.8106
.5298
.6350
.2167
.9539
.9123
.7929

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

3.12
7.2
1.52
.53
.65
1.00
.22

.0841
.0102
.2236
.59
.52
.371
.804

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

.14
9.07
.76
.53
1.14
1.15
1.78

.7074
.0043
.389
.5899
.3249
.3252
.1752

Ret 3

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

.02
4.1
.09
.96
1.45
1.14
.07

.8905
.0496
.7716
.3857
.2411
.3235
.9280

Ret 4

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

6.47
1.33
.00
.93
.22
.36
.44

.0146
.2549
.9592
.4003
.7998
.6990
.6443
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Table 5
Proportional Error ANOVA Table for Experiment 1
df

F

p

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1, 44
1, 44
1, 44
6, 252
6, 252
6, 252
6, 252

2.88
6.1
.08
13.3
4.73
.76
1.25

.0969
.0175
.785
.0001
.0001
.5996
.2817

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1, 44
1, 44
1, 44
2, 88
2, 88
2, 88
2, 88

.52
4.11
1.44
2.79
1.33
.22
.64

.4735
.0486
.2364
.0666
.2707
.8018
.5318

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1, 44
1, 44
1, 44
6, 252
6, 252
6, 252
6, 252

2.99
16.72
1.06
2.10
.26
.24
.41

.0908
,0 0 0 2
.3097
.1033
.8524
.8707
.7440

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1, 44
1, 44
1, 44
2, 88
2, 88
2, 88
2, 88

.03
.2.79
.04
.11
.39
.27
.34

.8643
.1018
.8399
.8964
.6749
.7655
.7147
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Tran 2

PS
RT
PSxR T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

2.32
4.43
.95
1.09
2.91
1.37
2.11

.135
.0410
.3353
.3417
.0595
.2598
.1271

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

.24
2.6
1.53
.61
.86
2.56
.28

.6303
.1142
.2225
.5441
.4256
.0835
.7553

Ret 3

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

.12
.06
.36
1.74
2.45
1.04
.16

.7314
.8142
.5502
.1808
.0925
.3573
.8512

Ret 4

PS
RT
PS xR T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

7.26
2.60
.09
3.22
.48
.10 .
.57

.0099
.1139
.7619
.0449
.6208
.9051
.5668

Table 6
Absolute Error ANOVA Table for Experiment 2

df

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1.44
1.44
1.44
6.252
6.252
6.252
6.252

20.94
8.29
.79
35.9
3.44
1.91
.75

.0001
.0061
.3786
.0001
.0028
.1199
.5451

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1.44
1.44
1.44
6.252
6.252
6.252
6.252

23.64
2 1 .4 9
0.001
3.28
1.80
5.8
.16

.0001
.0001
.9977
.0232
.1504

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1.44
1.44
1.44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

5.58
5.32
.06
7.24
2.72
1.13
1.6

.0226
.0258
.8085
.0012
.0801
.3263
.2070

Tran 1

.0011
.9257

Ill

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

3.73
.89
1.28
3.81
1.79
.06
.11

.0598
.3514
.2638
0259
.1733
.9418
.8966

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS xR T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

1.50
1.63
1.2
1.0
.61
.15
2.53

.2278
.2085
.2789
.3946
.5455
.8641
.0870

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS xR T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

4.75
14.35
.04
2.20
.94
.71
.19

.0347
.0005
.8331
.1173
.3927
.4957
.8253

Table 7
Proportional Error ANOVA Table for Experim ent 1

df

F

p

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1.44
1.44
1.44
6.252
6.252
6.252
6.252

2.95
10.97
1.07
25.07
1.94
.56
.50

.0935
.0019
.3063
.0001
.0747
.7620
.6930

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x R T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1.44
1.44
1.44
6.252
6.252
6.252
6.252

2.99
16.72
1.06
2.10
.26
.24
.41

.0908
.0002
.3097
.1033
.8524
.8707
.7440

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x R T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1.44
1.44
1.44
2.88
2.88
2.88
2.88

2.83
10.51
1.09
8.55
.76
3.69
1.39

.1001
.0023
.3033
.0007
.4740
.0336
.2557
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Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x R T
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

2.57
3.58
.16
5.98
.47
.05
.07

.1156
.0652
.6889
.0256
.4956
.8329
.7943

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

1.23
1.85
2.43
4.10
.03
.12
1.05

.2740
.1811
.1262
.0225
.9951
.8873
.3553

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT
Block
Block x PS
Block x RT
Block x PS x RT

1,44
1,44
1,44
2,88
2,88
2,88
2,88

4.25
18.08
.96
1.06
.14
2.85
.05

.0045
.0001
.3331
.3485
.8586
.0659
.9492
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Table 8
Absolute -Error MANOVA Table for
df

Segment 1 for Experiment 1.
F

P

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,332
1,332
1,332

2.81
1.07
.01

.1041
.3023
.9233

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

1.34
.08
4.43

.2488
.7844
.0372

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,188
1,188
1,188

1.47
4.91
3.98

.2561
.0279
.0533

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

11.56
6.76
1.68

.0008
.0103
.1967

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

1.77
3.07
.21

.1850
.0819
.6504

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS xR T

1,140
1,140
1,140

1.67
2.49
.13

.1905
.1165
.7157

Ret 3

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

1.06
1.27
.001

.3059
.2608
.9498

Ret 4

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

2.12
2.77
.84

.1051
.0983
.3615
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Table 9
Absolute Error MANOVA Table for
df

Segment 2 for Experiment 1.
F

P

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,332
1,332
1,332

23.66
14.4
.51

.0001
.0002
.4768

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

.88
8.93
.08

.3506
.0033
.7773

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,188
1,188
1,188

11.56
42.13
2.07

.0008
.0001
.1523

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS xR T

1,140
1,140
1,140

2.77
4.09
.48

.0981
.0451
.4913

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

5.18
7.06
5.37

.0244
.0088
.0219

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

.01
11.11
6.77

.9268
.0011
.0103

Ret 3

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

.04
5.72
1.74

.8350
.0181
.1898

Ret 4

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

8.10
2.77
.84

.0050
.0983
.3615
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Table 10
Absolute Error MANOVA Table for
df

Segment 3 for Experiment 1.
F

P

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,332
1,332
1,332

14.99
20.59
2.99

.0001
.0001
.0849

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

2.15
7.85
1.15

.1450
.0058
.2849

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,188
1,188
1,188

16.88
29.86
.22

.0001
.0001
.6364

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

.09
5.69
.24

.7602
.0184
.6248

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

1.53
8.65
.39

.2183
.0038
.5315

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

.10
10.38
.06

.7555
.0016
.8002

Ret 3

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

1.58
4.1
4.88

.2115
.0447
.0287

Ret 4

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

8.67
2.0
.00

.0038
.160
.9810
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Table 11
Absolute Error MANOVA Table_for
df

Segment 1 for Experiment 2.
F

p

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,332
1,332
1,332

1.18
3.76
2.36

.3122
.0532
.1250

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,188
1,188
1,188

1.97
2.28
3.72

.1662
.1365
.0529

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

21.03
6.17
.11

.0001
.0139
.7423

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

12.59
6.05
1.78

.0005
.0149
.1841

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

9.70
8.27
.24

.0022
.0046
.6259

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

15.3
23.65
1.25

.0001
.0001
.2647
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Table 12
Absolute Error MANOVA Table for
df

Segment 2 for Experiment 2.
F

p

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,332
1,332
1,332

34.26
5.03
7.78

.0001
.0256
.0056

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,188
1,188
1,188

7.89
14.52
1.72

.0069
.0004
.1954

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

3.64
1.5
3.69

.0580
.2228
.0563

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

11.86
7.34
.00

.0007
.0074
.9998

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

12.55
3.13
.00

.0005
.0789
1.0

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS xR T

1,140
1,140
1,140

16.68
29.93
.00

.0001
.0001
1.0
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Table 13
Absolute Error MANOVA Table for
df

Segment 3 for Experiment 2.
F

p

Acq 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,332
1,332
1,332

60.78
33.03
1.16

.0001
.0001
.2820

Acq 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,188
1,188
1,188

3.79
1.43
.00

.0567
.1154
1.0

Tran 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

34.24
16.55
12.54

.0001
.0001
.0005

Tran 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

19.26
14.49
7.88

.0001
.0002
.0056

Ret 1

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

10.40
4.51
6.39

.0015
.0352
.0124

Ret 2

PS
RT
PS x RT

1,140
1,140
1,140

8.14
9.72
.00

.0049
.0021
1.0

Appendix F

Proportional Error Figures
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 0 .

Proportional error (In msec) for acquisition

1, retention 1, and acquisition 2 performance for
Experiment 1.
Figure 11.

Proportional error (in msec) for transfer

tests 1 and 2 performance for Experiment 1.
Figure 12.

Proportional error (in msec) for retention

tests 2, 3, and 4 performance for Experiment 1.
Figure 1 3 .

Proportional error (in msec) for acquisition 1

and 2 performance for Experiment 2.
Figure 1 4 .

Proportional error (in msec) for retention

tests 1 and 2 performance for Experiment 2.
Figure 1 5 .

Proportional error (in msec) for transfer

tests 1 and 2 performance for Experiment 2.
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!

Table 14
Absolute Error Mean* and Standard Deviations by Comt.iIon end

SAS

SAS

SAS

*
VAO[A*LE

NCAN
standard
VARIABLE '
STANDARD
DEVIATION
DEVIATION
--- PS-RANDON RT-OIFrCR ■LOCH-1 ------ PO-BLOC*V9 RT-DIFF£H al o c h -1 — —
ERROR
3 0 338)0039
321. *1430420
147.13071339
ERROR
209. 74074074
--- PO-BLOCKED RT-DIFPC» BLOCH-2 ----- PO-RANDOH r t -oipfer BLOCK-2 ---ERROR
1*3 *3927037
CRROR
274 37014019
30*. 3919*700
Of 0027T137
--- F M I O C O O *T-D1FFCA ■LOCH-3 ----- PO-RANOOH RT—DIFFER •LOCH-3 ---ERROR
??3 S37RATR*
171. 27729*37
139 71779203
CRROR
24* 9*401401
--- PO-BLOCKCtr Rf-01— CA •LOCH-4 --r o —Ran don RT-DIFFCR OLOCH—4 ---CRROR
1*4 203*0741
124. 3410*309
ERROR
237 9999999*
77. 7740979*
--- PO-BLOCPCfr Rr-0|rFCT •LOCH-9 ----- Pfl-RANDON RT-DIFFCR •LOCH-9 ---CRROR
30* J W t : W
107.7121741*
199.71179247
ERROR
233 31401401
— - POMLOC*CO RT-OIRFIR ■LOCK-* --— — PR-RANDON RT-OtPFC* BLOCH-* — —
CRROR
313 70*11111
132. 23734B17
131. *071*343
ERROR
242 794*3**3
--- PO-BLOCFC^ Rf-DIFFER •LOCH-7 --— — PB-RANDON RT-DIRFEA •LOCK-7 ---ERROR
104 77074074
(20. 41830190
112.740*0403
ERROR
247 74444444
PS'BLOCKED AT-SJL«SM.OCA- 1
P5-AANOOH * T .S A ^ (LOCK- 1 ----------CSSOS
241 01201201
14*. 0044244*
ESAOS
251. 39*tA**0
121.344*0441
P5-IL0C«ID 4T-5AHE lLOCK-2---P5-«AK0?« *T.5AHE BLOCH-2----canon
i7e> 2*350*74
**.*307*572
canoa
353 02*07*07
1*3.*4*91*5*
P5-1L0CKED PT-SAnf 9L0CK-3--------PB-AANDOA E T - W K •LOCK-3-----

VARIABLE

canon

rSAM

199.05955554

P9-OLOCMEC *t -sap!E
canon
t 3 > 0*02*040
C9- 0L0CKE0 41- 44n e
canon

140 07244*57
p n -tL O C K io

canon

194

o t - o a m !n

47521340

0*. 723*4*39
7*. 30*44474
100.37912034

134

11930*42

canon
canon

e o 70303377

Eaaon

otvoahc

20: B *; 7*o 7»

p s - a n d o t p t-sa m e
Eaaon

17: 94*01*0:

-------- --

110.02*9073*
b lo c k - 7 -----------100.971*4233

114.5*43*030

31; *11*1:4-.

1*2. *2*7*100

PO-PANH*- PT-0I"E» OLOCH*!----

Mann

21- 200*1:20 113 2**9*340

p9 *a*Noen nr-s*ne block-1 ----—
ra n o a
s o t * 020**77
| J 0 39139409

-----

12a *0077**3

nT-oi"£a i l o c k -i ---

2Jl 2 3 «7 » 7 *c

cnaon

13*. 47045490

il o c k - 4

STAMOAPD
DEVIATION

ps-ii.ockcd ar-sApic block-1 --

,

0T*0*nC PLOCK- 5 ---

31* *9033333
p«-nA N O cvi

HCa h

p s -b l o c k e :

canon

137.10440*10

k t -same b l o ck - *

221 33407*07
PS-SANDO"

.a e n -4
77.010 *11 03

214.050*25*3

p9-a*xro»

BLOCK.3-- -

an-iLOCKED nt*sAfiE w .ock - 7
canon

ep * on

*L0CK-4— —

for Experiment 1.
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Table 15
Absolute Error Henna and Standard Deviations by Condition and Block for EKperiwcnt 2.

SAS
VARIABLE

SAS

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION
P5-BL0C».c! Sf*D:=*E* BLOCK-1--ERROR
3/S 791****7
300 33*334*4
PB-BLOCK.E. RT'DIFFS* BLOCK-2 *-ERROR

301 9*ni89l*

139.7917**34

PW -H LU C -Z. R T « D :-* E -« B LO CK -J ~ —

ERROR
237 OOC42f*3
137.30030930
PS-BLDCKE.. 07*01 e»El BLOCH-4--combi
ms
too oe4iB23i
PR-B LO C K R - R T -L 1 -P E * B L O C H - 9 --------

outoh

31; w « o v

117.4974*049

PS-HLDC-E- 0T«B1*FE» BLOCH-* --EBBOB
31- 129:01*0
11*. *0*09103
P8-BLr<C*E: HT.D:«tr BLOCH-7--CBBOn
ERROR
EBBOB
EBBOB
EBBOB

192 93*P!*3i
P3-Bi.3CK.FD PT-SM’I
340 99733:33
PS-BLOfK-D 97-SAME
|7! 4723:333
PR 'BLOCK'D h T-Sa m S
174 97333333
PS-BLOCHED RT-SA.1E
194 79V0CC0C
PS-BI.OCAPD RT.&k m -

90.7*1131**
SLOCK-1---1*0 *679*039
BLOCH-3
—
04.49804*30
BLOCH-3---08.21119074
BLOCH-4---*9.04839079
BLOCH-9----

EBBOB
190*8910919
72.499079*7
— — - PS"BI.3CKFD PI-SAME BLOCH-* — —
EBBOB
142 390140!?
76.00300309
PS-BI.OCr.KO PI-SACl BLOCK-7 — -EBBOB
133 148'46174. S73B2430

VABIABLE

ME AM

SAS
standard

DEVIATION
P 3 -t(A N 0 0 n R T -D I.'F E S BLOCK- 1 ----------

EBBOB

341.70340741
310.69*23134
PS-RANDO* HT-DIFFE* BLOCH-3 ---EBBOB
302.31944444
139.0*419933
PO-RAMOOH BT-DtPFEP BLOCK-3 ---EBBOB
349. 34723=22133.3439999*
PS-RANUO* BT-01PFE4 BLOCH-4---EBBOB
392.33333333
108 00*10439
PS-r a n d o m b t -dii-»t h b l o c h - 9 ---ERROR
339.97074370
111.6*000179
PO-BANOOtl RT-DlrFE* BLOCK-*---EBBOB
392 449C740?
113. *4910390
PS-BANDOM BT-DIFFER BLOCH-7 ---EBBOB
333 17129*3C
110.6493913*
— PS-BANDO- BT-SAME CLOCK-1 — — -ERROR
397.7*3060S«
3t4. 99790*09
PS-RANDOM BT-8A*C CLOCK-3----ERROR
293. *4391092
109.09090*71
PS-RANDOM BT-SAME CLOCK-3*----ERROR
337.31944444
113.42119400
PS-BANDOM BT-SAMESLOCK-4
ERROR

—

233.97K2322
120.94741994
PS'RANDOH R T-S.-.ME CLOCH-9-----

ERROR

19* 7*380009
119.29429171
PS-RANDOM BT-SAME BLOCK-*----ERROR
199.36374074
100.30078939
ERROR

PS-RANDOM RT-SAHE ELOCK-7 ----198.97070370
111.34**94*3

VARIABLE

MEAN
STANDARD
DEVIATION
PS-BLOCHED RT-DIFPEP BLOCH-I --ERROR
173.31*81401
04.3497*109
PS-BLOCHED RT-DIFFEP BLOCH-2 --ERROR
170 3101891100.90294043
— — PS-BLOCHED RT-OIPPER BLOCH-3 --ERROR
107 9*****o7
130.03047123
PS-BLOCHED RT-OIPPER BLOCH-4--EBBOB
IBB 37273737
119.9337*90*
PS-BLOCHED RT-SAME BLOCH-1-- —
ERROR
147 90333333
O*. *3991330
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME BLOCH-2 ---ERROR
130.39784314
79.03319770
PS-BLOCKED BT-SAME BLOCK-3 --ERROR
134. 90484846
A* 43330*30
PS-BLOCHED RT-SAME BLOCK-4---ERROR
110 29293939
91.99001143
-- PS-RANDOM RT-DIPPER BLOCH-1 -- —
ERROR
243.0*911*20
120.371*7230
■--- PS-RANDOM BT-DIFFEB BLOCK-2 ---ERROR
339. 79DC0000
112.39733994
PS-PANOOM RT-DIFFEB BLOCK-3---ERROR
33C 93981*01
100.3**0**9I
— — PS-RANDOM RT-DIPPER BLOCK-* ---ERROR
340.7*380009
II*. 9389*198
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME BLOCK-1 — --ERROR
219 37037037
IO*. 2*304387
---- PS-RANDOM BT-SAME CLOCK-2 ----ERROR
309 99370370
109. *9490394
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Table 16
Absolute Error Means and .Standard Deviations by Condition. Sneed and Ratio for Experiment 1.
(Ratios:

1-2: A: 3;

2-3: 2: 4;

SAS
VAAIABLE

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION
— ps -b l o o e : rt -differ pat -ifast —
ERROR
30= S96C-T3S? 105. 4532290B
PS-BLOCKED HT-OIF-E- PAT-IKED --ERROR
10c 02500CCC 106.09078473
— ps -blocke : rt «dif =ep pat -islow -—
ERROR
30! 904C-4V4C ISO. 0737073"
— ps -blocke : rt -ciffer pat -sfast —
ERROR
• 155. 06S6Z74107.94444044
— ps -BiOcke : rt -dif =er pat -s n e d --ERROR
171. 349*7330 107. 67926852
PS-BLOCHEC RT-DIFFEF PAT-2SL0U -ERROR
343 78B62EB9
149. 39134103
PS-BLOCKEC RT-DIFFER
PAT-3FA5T ERROR
145 544071“"
99.95443817
PS-BLOCk E! RT-D3FFER
PAT-3KEDERROR
315 8912513!
140.336B93B8
PS-BLOCKE: RT-DIFFER PAT-3SL0U -ERROR
374 974350"^
136.03033959
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-IFAST --ERROR
309 50000000
07. 73038190
PS-BLOCKC: RT-EAME PAT-1MED ---ERROR
169 01149439
74.^5192976
ps -blocke : rt -eake pat -islou --ERROR
315 3735620?
133.02185397
PS-FLOCKED RT-SAKE PAT-2FAST --ERROR
14" 45138889
99.07363633
PS-BLOCKED RT-EAME PAT-2MED ---ERROR
15! 75330912
107.47125536

3-4: 3: 2)

SAS

SAS
VARIABLE

KEAN

PS-BLOCk.El RT-SAMS
ERROR
13* 3402"?e
PS-BLC'C-El' RT-SAKE
ERROR
>33 9053297PS-BLOCKE! RT-SAKE
ERROR
127 43:37259
PS-BLOCKE! RT-SAKE
ERROR
1S'- 3482660:

STANDARD
DEVI AT 10
-AT-2SL0W--79.0973739
PAT-3FAST-60.8291952
PAT-3HED --65.6197955
FAT-3SL0M --100.0028365

p s - r a n d o m r t -d i f f s r

pat-

-----

ERROR
243 02420556
90 2546437
PS—RANDOM RT-DlFFcfi PAT-IFAST-ERROR
31, 6379J102
119.6055111
PS-HANDP" RT-fl=FS9 PAT-IKED -ERROR
269 906el=~«
144.6910036
PS—RANDOM ST-D1FFER -AT-ISLOW -ERROR
26k. 04o?9s30
128 1652192
PS-RANDOM RT—DIFFER -AT-2FAST-ERROR
216.71904762
110.0403400
PS-PANDC-* RT-diff ER
PAT-2KED-ERROR
is: 12104B7A
90.0032)76
PS-RANDOn FT-D1FFEP FAT-2SL0U -ERROR
24 i 00756026
115. 4024271
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-3FAST -ERROR
250 38201250
108.0013559
PS-RANDOk RT-DIFFER
PAT-3ME0 -ERROR
26a 23902439
107.0775923
PS-RANDOM FT-D1FFER PAT-3SL0U -ERROR
306 03608525
143. 1964702

VARIABLE

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME »AT-1FAST — -ERROR
236 37760240
123.52632631
PS-RANDOK RT-SAKE PAT-1HED ---ERROR
18V 21645022 157.2595912:
PS-PANDO- RT-SAKE -AT-19L0U ---ERROR
220 09936066
109.6117660!
PS-RANDOK RT—SAKE PAT-2FAST ---ERROR
195 332191-0 126.0934772:
-----PS-RANPOK RT-SAMEPAT-2MED----ERROR
101 1649404- 216.5757499:
P5—RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-2SLOU --ERROR
226 51077133
144.2544739:
PS-RANDOK RT-SAKE PAT-3FAST --ERROR
22! 42003030
124.03526771
PS—RANDOM RT-SAME PAT—3KED--ERROR
220 74621212
149.4476776*
PS-RANDOK RT-SAME PAT-3SL0U --ERROR
294 2234640113.07542041

!

!

Table 17
Absolute Error Keans and Standard Deviation by Condition. Speed and Ratio for Experiment 2.
(Ratios: 1=2: 4: 3; 2=3:

'
VMIAILE

: 4; 3=4: 3: 2)

SAS
fit

VARIABLE

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-2SL0U--ERROR
146.55150730
94.01200079
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-3PAST --ERROR
135 03571429
76.93327795
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-3MED ---ERROR
143.05033333
67.03909092
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-3SL0W --ERROR
203.40476190
113.23703204
PS-RANDOM RT-OIFFER PAT-IFAST --ERROR
334. 24358974
223.29394403
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-1HED--ERROR
241.00518519
277. 57476665
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-ISLOW --ERROR
260 52380932
137.29063190
PS-RANDOM PT-DIFFER PAT-2FAST --ERROR
252. 55000090
242.01393303
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-2MED --ERROR
290. 35035856
411.19726059
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-2SL0U — —
ERROR
242.04613305
131.99590180
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-3FAST --ERROR
232.73214286
136.26055715
■
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFER PAT-3MED--ERROR
235. 78500772
96.86569269
PS-RANDOM RT-DIFFEP PAT-3SL0H --ERROR
349. 06111111
209. 67001303
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-IFAST ---ERROR
329 50000000
221.06244862

SAS
VARIABLE

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION
—
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME FAT-IM E D ---ERROR
22S 7666666- 131.90977221
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-1SLOW ---ERROR
235 98009324 116. 06026547
PS-random r t -same pat -2fast ---ERROR
182 68817204
95. 87037475
PS-RAND3M RT-SAME PAT-2MED---ERROR
105 36936937 119.77776767
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-2SLQW ---ERROR
266 70033333 141.01346246
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-3FAST — -ERROR
147 58333333 165.21622297
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-3MED---ERROR
107.35416667
07.23760961
PS-RANDOM RT-SAME PAT-3SL0W---ERROR
26° 23214206 130.29220036
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STANDARD
DEVIATION
— ps -blocke ; rt -dif -er pat -ifast -—
ERROR
39* OOOOOCOO
133.05991307
PtOLOCHEC PT<0IFPC> PAT-1M E D --ERROR
231 35553556
134.69745309
PS-BLOCAE: RT-DIFFER PAT-1SLOW -ERROR
20.*. 351190«E
133.73370648
PS-8LCCAED RT»DlFrER PAT-3FAST-ERROR
I3l 01904(37
110.09063473
PS-BLOCAEC RT-DIFFER PAT-3MED--ERROR
152 S34?324e
101.31530040
PS-BLOCKED RT-OIFFER PAT-2SLOW -ERROR
36 5 7057142°
100. 14340426
PS-BLOCAE: RT-DIFFER PAT-3FABT -ERROR
102 46=30776
99. 49346410
PS-BLOCKED RT-DIFFER PAT-3MED — —
ERROR
337 69444444
98. 63594076
PS-BLOCh EC RT-DIFFER PAT-3SLOW -ERROR
314 39391837
199.90033224
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-IFAST --ERROR
232.49206349
52.90636953
PS—BLOCKED RT-SAME MAT-1M E D ---ERROR
233 90404840
02.91910707
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-ISLOU --ERROR
237.66666667
113.10221925
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-2FAST--ERROR
116.61507937
74.44460126
PS-BLOCKED RT-SAME PAT-2MED ---ERROR
126 32046704
78. 42312030

SAS

Appendix H

Computer Programs
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FILE NEUTQDAY

3LIST
1

REM

__ ;____________ KELLIE'S

3

REM

------------- LAST UPDATE ON FEB 20, 1990 /NILESH-------------

EXPERIMENT________________

4 REM ***** ******
'■'''■**************#**##*
9 Dt • CHR* (4)
10 PRINT CHR* (4)|"PRD3"
20
PRINT iPRINT CHR* <4)j"NQM0N I,0,C"
30 PE - 49332iPO « 49328
40
POKE PO + 1,01 POKE
PO,255l POKE PO + 1,4* POKEPO,0
30
POKE PE + 1,0* POKE
PE,0* POKE PE + 1,4
60
PRINT iPRINT CHR* <41J"BLOAD MOVES1*: POKE 24576,0: POKE 23056,0
70 DIM A (126): DIM B<126): DIM CC126): DIM S*<4): DIM R(126>: DIM M(126
)
80 DIM T1C126): DIM T2(126): DIM T3(126)
200 REM *********************************************
201 HOME
202 HTAB 10: PRINT "********** KELLIE'S ±* EXPERIMENT ***#****#*••
203 VTAB 5: HTAB 5: PRINT "PLEASE CHECK FOLLOWING T H I N G S ..... "
204 VTAB 7: HTAB 10: PRINT "13 IS PROGRAM DISK IN DRIVE 1 (THE LEFT HAN
D SIDE DRIVE) "
205 HTAB 10: PRINT "23 IS DATA DISK IN DRIVE 2 (THE RIGHT HAND SIDE DRI
VE) "
206 HTAB 10: PRINT "33 IS THE RED WIRE AT THE BACK OF THE COMPUTER CONN
ECTED *
207 VTAB 20* HTAB 5: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE........ GET Z*
20B HOME
210 VTAB (3)* INPUT "INPUT GROUP NAME : "{G*
220 IF (G* < > "SB") AND (G* < > "5R"> AND (G* < > "DB") AND (G* <
"DR") THEN 210
230 VTAB (3): INPUT "INPUT SUBJECT NAME "jSNAME*: IF SNAME* ■ "" THEN 2
30
231
IF SNAME* - "X" THEN 370
232 VTAB (7): INPUT "INPUT SUBJECTNUMBER ";SN
240
VTAB (9): INPUT "INPUT THE PHASE NUMBER * (1/2/3/4/3/6/7/8) : "}PH
242 VTAB 20: HTAB 10: INPUT "IS ALL INFORMATION CORRECT ___ 7 C (Y)/ (N
) 3 : "(Z*l IF Z* - "N" THEN 210
243
IF (PH < >1) THEN OPEN - 1
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250 IF (PH - 1) OR (PH » 3> THEN BOSUB 500* BOTO 330
235 IF (PH ■ 6) OR (PH « B) THEN S0SU8 2S00t SOTO 270
260 IF (PH - 2) OR (PH - 4) OR (PH - S) OR (PH - 7) THEN GOSUB BOO
270 GOSUB 2000|A - FRE (0)
350
HOME *VTAB 13* HTAB 10*PRINT "DO YOUWANTTO CONTINUE THE EXPERI
ENT?
(Y/N) « "* INPUT Z»
360 IF Z* - "Y" THEN GOTO 200
370 END
300 REM #**«##** PHASE 1 AND 3 (AQUISIT10N I AND II) #*##*«#*#
310 IF G* - "DR” THEN GOSUB 3000* GOSUB 3100
520 IF 6* - "SR" THEN GOSUB 3300: GOSUB 3000*
323 IF G* - "SB" THEN GOSUB 3300
530 FOR OTRI - 1 TO 3
340IF S« - "DB" THEN BOSUB
3500
330
IF (G*- “DB") OR (G* « "SB")THEN HOME *VTAB 10: HTAB 10*
INPUT
"ENTER THESPEED I (SLOW / MEDIUM / FAST) * (1/2/3) * ";ST
355 VTAB 13* HTAB 10: INPUT "ARE YOU S U R E
? C (Y) / (N) 3 * "j
*s IF Z* ■ "N“ THEN 350
360 IF PH - 1 THEN FOR TRI « 1 TO 7* GOTO 5B0
570 FOR TRI - 1 TO 4
seo FOR I - 1 TO 6
593
IF PH - 3 THEN J - I +(TRI - 1) « 6 + (OTRI - I) * 24: GOTO 610
600 J - I + (TRI - I) * 6 + (OTRI - 1) # 4 2
610
IF (BS» "DB") OR (G* - "SB") THEN M(J> - ST
620
IF (S* <
> "DR") THEN R(J> - RT
630 GOSUB 3600
640 GOSUB 1000;A - FRE (0)
650
VTAB10* HTAB 5* PRINT"THAT
WASTRIALNUMBER "(J* PRINT *PRINT
660 HTAB
5* PRINT
“PRESS*R*TOREJECTTHETRIAL ORPRESSRETURNTO CO
TINUE "i INPUT Z»
670 IF Z» - “R" THEN I - I - 1
680
NEXT
I
690
NEXT
TRI
695
GOSUB 2000;A - FRE
(0)
700 NEXT OTRI
750 RETURN
BOO REM ##*#*#**«## RETENTIONS AND TRANSFER TRIALS #*###*#*####
605 GOSUB 3500
610 IF PH - 7 THEN GOSUB 3200
B15 IF (PH - 4) OR (PH - 5) THEN ST - 4* BOTO B3D
B20 IF PH < > 7 THEN HOME I VTAB 10*HTAB 5: INPUT"ENTER THE SPEED
(SLOW / MEDIUM / FAST) t (1/2/3) t "(ST
B23 VTAB 13* HTAB 5* INPUT "ARE YOU S U R E
? C (Y)/(N) 1 * ";Z
* IF Z* ■ "N" THEN 820
630 FOR I - 1 TO IB
B40 J - I
650 IF PH < > 7 THEN M(J) - ST
B6B R (J) - RT* GOSUB 3600
B70 GOSUB 1000;A - FRE (0)
880 HOME t VTAB 10* HTAB 10* PRINT"THE LAST TRIAL WAS NUMBER
t ";I
890 VTAB 15* HTAB 10: PRINT “PRESS ’R*TO REJECT THE TRIAL ORPRESS <R
TURN> TO CONTINUE * "* INPUT Z*
900 IF Z* - "R" THEN I - I - 1
910 NEXT I
920 RETURN
1000 REM *##•******#### PERFORM TRIAL **#######**#*###*##**
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1003
1004
1010
1020
1030
1035
1040
HOME
1043
1030

A - FRE (0)
HOME
0LY - 300: POKE PD,129: GOSUB 20000: POKE PO,0
DLY ■ 1000: BOSUB 20000
POKE 24576,0
L) - FRE (0): UP * 0
HOME t VTAB (10): HTAB (10): FR1NT "START": CALL 250BS: POKE PG,0:

1060
1075
1090
1200
1210
1220
1392
STOP
1393

IF ( PEEK (25056) - 234) THEN I - I - 1: GOTO 1392
GOSUB 25000
A(J> - T (4) - T (2)
B(J) - T (6) - T<4)
C(J) « T (8) - T (6)
IF (PH - 1) OR (PH • 3) THEN GOSUB 3800
PRINT CHR* (4) j"PROS": VTAB (18): HTAB (3):PRINT "KEEP THEFIRST
PRESSED": GOTO 1400
PRINT CHR* (4>|"PR*3": VTAB (18): HTAB (3): PRINT "MISSED A STOP"

VTAB (10): HTAB (16): PRINT " DONE "
IF ( PEEK (25056) - 253) THEN MISS - MISS +1:1 - I -

1: GOTO

1393

1400 DLY - 1500: GOSUB 20000: RETURN
2000 REM *#*««***#***5AVE DATA*«**«****#*#*##*
2005 HOME : PRINT "KEEP (PUT) DATA DISK IN DRIVE TWO (2) AND PRESS ANY
KEY TO SAVE DATA": GET Z*
2007 HTAB 5: VTAB 5: INPUT "ARE YOU S U R E ............ 7 C (Y)/(N) 3 t "
jV*: IF V* - "N" THEN 2003
2010 HTAB (35): VTAB (10): FLASH i PRINT "SAVINS DATA": NORMAL
2020 HTAB (34): VTAB (18): PRINT "PLEASE WAIT ..."
2200 PRINT CHR* (4){"PR#1"
2210 PRINT CHR* (4)i"OPEN ."{SNAME*;",D2"
2213 IF OPEN « 1 THEN GOTO 2220
2216 OPEN - 1
2217 GOTO 2230
2220 PRINT CHR# (4){"APPEND "(SNAME*j",D2"
2230 PRINT CHR* (4){"WRITE "{SNAME*
2231 OPEN - 1
2232 'IF PH * 1 THEN Z « ((OTRI - 1) * 42) + 1
2233 IF PH - 3 THEN Z * ((OTRI - 1) * 24) + 1
2234
IF PH - 1 THEN Y
- (OTRI * 42)
2233
IF PH - 3 THEN Y
- (OTRI * 24)
2236
IF PH ■ 1 THEN
FOR K - ZTO Y: GOTO 2242
2237 IF PH - 3 THEN
FOR K - Z TO Y: GOTO 2242
2240 FOR K - 1 TO IB
2242 A - FRE (0)
2245 TEMP - K
2246 Q* 2247 0* - Q* + 6*
2248 FOR J - 1 TO 6 - LEN (G*):Q* - Q* + " "tNEXT
J
2249 0* - 0* +STR* (PH)
2250 FOR J « 1 TO 4 - LEN { STR*(PH)):Q* » O* + "
NEXT J
2253 0* - 0* +
STR*(SN>
2256 FOR J ■ 1 TO 4- LEN ( STR* (SN)):Q*« □ * + " " : NEXT J
2275 0* - 0* +
STR*(TEMP)
2276 FOR J - 1 TO 6- -LEN ( STR* ,(TEMP)):Q* - Q* +" *: NEXT J
22BB 0* “ Q
*+
STR*(R(K))
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2285 FOR J - 1
2290 Q* “ G* +
2295 FOR J - 1
2300 Q* - os +
2310 FOR J - l
2314 G* - Q* +
2315 FOR J - 1

TO 6
STR*
TO 6
STR*
TO 6
STR*
TO 6

- LEN ( STR* (ROO >) iC* » Q* + " "* NEXT
(M(K)l
- LEN ( STR* (M(K)))*G* - Q* +
"* NEXT
(A CK>)
- LEN < STR* (A (It))):Q* - G* + “ “i NEXT
(A(K) - TICK))
- LEN ( STR* <A(K) - T1(K)))iQ* - G* + "

2320 B* « Q* +
2330 FOR J - 1
2335 Q* " G* +
2336 FOR J - 1

STR*
TO 6
STR*
TO 6

(B(K))
- LEN ( STR* <8 <K))); G* - G* + ■ "i NEXT J
IBtK) - T2tK>)
- LEN < STR* (B<K) - T2(K)))*G* - Q* + " •••
• NEXT J

2340 G* - G* +
2350 FOR J - 1
2355 G* - Q* +
2356 FOR J - 1

STR*
TO 6
STR*
TO 6

(C (K) 1
- LEN ( STR* (C (IO >) :Q* - Q* + •• “* NEXT J
<C(IO - T3(K))
- LEN ( STR* (C<K> - T3(K))JiG* - G* + ” "* NEXT J

J
J
J
"* NEXT J

2360 PRINT G*
2400 NEXT K
2500 PRINT CHR* (4)f "CLOSE ■;SNAME*
2550 PRINT CHR* (4)f"PR#3"
2650 HOME » PRINT "PUT PROGRAM DISKETTE IN DRIVE ONE AND PRESS ANY KEY"
t GET Z*
2700 RETURN
2600 REM *##«*•********■##« PHASE 6 AND B *■»**«*•»■*#■»■»***■#
2810 IF PH - B THEN GOSUB 30001GOSUB
3100
2B20 IF PH - 6 THEN GOSUB 3500
2B25 FOR OTRI - 1 TO 3
2829 HOME
i IF PH - B THEN 2S50
2B30 VTAB
101 HTAB Si INPUT "ENTER THE SPEED ltSLOW/MEDIUM/FAST)t <1/2
/3)i "jST
2840 VTAB 13i HTAB 5s INPUT "ARE YOU S U R E
? C <Y> / <N> 3 * ";Z
** IF Z* ■ "N" THEN 2B30
2850 FOR I - 1 TO &
2860 J w (I + (OTRI - 1) # 6)
2B70 IF PH
< > BTHEN M(J) » ST*R(J) - ’RT
2900 GOSUB 3600
2910 BOSUB 1000;A - FRE <0)
2920
HOME
( VTAB 10* HTAB 101 PRINT" THE LAST TRIAL MAS NUMBER * "; I
2930
VTAB
15* HTAB 10* PRINT "PRESS'R' TO REJECT THE TRIAL OR PRESS <R
ETURN> TO CONTINUE s "* INPUT Z*
2940 IF Z* - "R" THEN I - I - 1
2950 NEXT I
2960 NEXT OTRI
2970 RETURN
3000 REM *■»**•»***# ROUTINE TO READ RANDOM SPEED PATTERN
3005 IF PH - 8 THEN PRINT D*j"OPEN SDR8.D1"* GOTO 3015
3010 PRINT D*)"OPEN S";G*;PH;",Dl"
3015 IF PH - B THEN PRINT D*;"READ SDRB"* GOTO 3030
3020 PRINT E*;"READ S«;G*;PH
3030 IF PH - 1 THEN FOR I - 1 TO 126* GOTO 3040
3031 IF PH - 3 THEN FOR I ■ 1 TO 72* GOTO 3040
3032 IF (PH - 7) OR (PH - B) THEN FOR I - 1 TO 18* GOTO
3040 INPUT M(I)
3041 IF M(I> - 3 THEN H U ) - 2* GOTO 3050
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3042 IF M(I) - 2 THEN MCI) - It GOTO 3050
3043 IF M U ) - 1 THEN M(I) ■ 3l GOTO 3050
3050 NEXT I
3055 IF PH - B THEN PRINT D4;"CLOSE SDRB"* GOTO 3070
3060 PRINT D4;"CLOSE S";G*;PH
3070 RETURN
3100 REM *********ROUTINE TO READ RANDOM RATIO PATTERN *****
3105 IF PH - 8 THEN PRINTD4;"OPEN RDRS,Dl"s GOTO 3 U 5
3110 PRINT D4;"OPEN R";G*;PH;",D1"
3115 IF PH - 8 THEN PRINT 04;"READ R0R8"« GOTO 3130
3120 PRINT DSf"READ R";G4;PH
3130 IF PH « 1 THEN Z - 126
3131
IF PH - 3 THEN 2 - 7 2
3132 IFPH - 8 THEN Z - 18
3133
FOR I - 1 TO Z
3140
INPUT R U )
3141
IF R U ) - 3 THEN R U > - 2i GOTO 3150
3142
IF R U ) - 2 THEN R U ) - Is GOTO 3150
3143
IFRCI) - 1 THEN R U ) - 3* GOTO 3150
3150
NEXT I
3155
IF PH - 8 THEN PRINT D#;"CLOSE RDRS"l GDTO 3170
3160 PRINT D*|"CLOSE R";G4;PH
3170
RETURN
3200 REM ****** ROUTINE TO READ RAMDOM SPEED PATTERN FOR RET3
3210 PRINT D6; "OPEN R"|G*;PH;",DI"
3220 PRINT 04;“READ R”;G*;FH
3230 FOR I - 1 TO 18
3240 INPUT M U )
3241 IF M U ) - 3 THEN M(I) - 2i GOTO 3250
3242 IF M(I) - 2 THEN M U) - 1: GOTO 3250
3243 IF M U ) - 1 THEN M U ) - 3: GOTO 3250
3250 NEXT I
3260 PRINT D4;“CLOSE R“;G4;PH
3270 RETURN
3300 REM ********* ROUTINE TO CHOOSE RATIO **•*«*«••*•*
3510 HOME
3520 VTAB 5* HTAB 20a PRINT “SELECT A RATIO") PRINT a PRINT *
3530 HTAB 30* PRINT "13 2 * 4 t 3 ") PRINT
3540 HTAB 30! PRINT “23 3 I 2 s 4 “i PRINT
3550 HTAB 30s PRINT "33 4 * 3 I 2 "s PRINT
3560 PRINT t PRINT ) HTAB 20t INPUT "ENTER YOUR SELECTION * "i
3365 VTAB 20* HTAB 5* INPUT “ARE YOU SURE .......... ,.7 1 (Y),
;Z*t IF Z* - “N" THEN 3510
3570 RETURN
3600 REM ****** ROUTINE TO DISPLAY TARGET TIMES ♦***<
3610 HOME
3620 IF R U ) - 1 THEN R1 ■ 2tR2 - 4*R3 ■ 3
3630 IF R(J) - 2 THEN R1 - 3*R2 - 2:R3 ■ 4
3640 IF R U ) - 3 THEN R1 - 4:R2 * 3rR3 - 2
3650 IF M U ) - 1 THEN S * 125
3660 IF M U ) - 2 THEN S - 100
3670 IF M(J) - 3 THEN S - 75
3671 IF M(J) - 4 THEN S - 150
3675 T1 U> - R1 * SiT2U) - R2 * SiT3U) - R3 * S
3600. VTAB 10) HTAB 20: PRINT "YOUR TARGET TIMES ARE ) **c PRINT t PRINT
a PRINT
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3690 HTAB 30i PRINT "T1 (R1 * S): PRINT
3700 HTAB 301 PRINT *T2 <R2 * S> : PRINT
3710 HTAB 301 PRINT "T3 - "j (R3 * 8)* PRINT
3720 PRINT t PRINT t PRINT "PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE"I INPUT 2*
3730 RETURN
3800
3810 HOME
3B20 VTAB 10: HTAB 20: PRINT "YOUR PERFORMANCE WAS «
PRINT i: PRINT :
PRINT
3821 IF M(I> - 1 THEN S » 125
3822 IF MU ) - 2 THEN S - 100
3823 IF M(I) - 3 THEN S - 75
3824 IF R(I) - 1 THEN R1 - 2:R2 « 4«R3 » 3
3825 IF R U ) - 2 THEN R1 - 3:R2 - 2:R3 » 4
3826 IF R U ) • 3 THEN R1 - 4:R2 » 3:R3 - 2
TARGET WAS "|TlCJ)t PRINT
3830 HTAB 30: PRINT "T1 ■ "|A(J)f"
3840 HTAB 30: PRINT "T2 - "jB(J)j"
TARSET WAS "jT2(3)i PRINT
3850 HTAB 30: PRINT "T3 - *|C(J)j"
TARGET WAS MjT3(J): PRINT
3860 PRINT t PRINT i PRINT "ENTER <RETURN> TD CONTINUE”i INFUT 2*
3870 RETURN
20000 REM *»»**#***#**###*#«*#DELAY LOOP TILL DLY**•»#**#«■»#
20010 GOSUB 20100:ITIME - TIME
20020 BOSUB 20100:ELTIME - TIME - ITIME: IF ELTIME < DLY THEN 20020
20030 PRINT CHR* (4)|"PR#3"
20040 RETURN
20100 PRINT CHR* (4)|"IN#4"
20120 PRINT CHR* (4);"PR#4*
20130 INPUT " "(T*
20140 PRINT CHR* (4)|"PR#0"
20150 PRINT CHR* (4)j"IN»0*
20160 H - VAL ( MID* (T*,7,2>)
20170 M - VAL ( MID* (T*,10,2)>
20180 S - VAL ( MID* (T*,13,2))
20190 MS - VAL ( RIGHT* (T*,3>)
20200 TIME - H * 3600000 + M * 60000 + S * 1000 + MS
20210 RETURN
•
25000
25010 POKE 24578,0
25020 POKE 24377,0
25030 POKE PO,0
25040 FOR 20 » 0 TO 7
25050 XI - PEEK (24386 + 20 * 3)
23060 X2 - PEEK (24587 + 20 • S>
23070 M0 ■ 0
23080 M2 - 0
25090 P2 - 1
'25100 FOR Z1 - 1 TO 4
23110 M0 - F2 *
INT (XI - (INT (XI f 2) # 2 ) ) + M0
23120 M2 - P2 # INT <X2 - (INT <X2 / 2> * 2)) + M2
23130 P2 - P2 * 2
25140 XI - INT (XI / 2)iX2 - INT (X2 / 2)
23150 NEXT Z1
25160 Ml - XI
23170 M3 - X2
25180 H4 ■ M3 + PEEK (24588 + 20 * 5) * 16 + PEEK (24389 + 20 * 5) • 4
096 + PEEK (24390 + 20 * 3) * 1048576
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25190
23200
23210
25220
26000
26010
26020
26030
26035
26040
26100
26120
26130
26140
26130
26160
26170
26180
26190
26200
26210

3

IF IB ■ 1 THEN M3 - INT (M4 / 10000) • 10000
T(Z0 + 1) - <M4 - MS) * 1000 + M0 + Ml # 10 + M2 * 100
NEXT Z0
RETURN
REM ##«**#***jhh*«#****##DELAY LOOP TILL DLY*-»-***«-**-»i
GOSUB 26100tITIME - TIME
GOSUB 26100:ELTIME ■ TIME - ITIME
IF PEEK (49332) - 255 THEN UP - 1: RETURN
IF ELTIME < 2000 THEN 26020
RETURN
PRINT CHR* <4)j"IN#4"
PRINT CHR* <4)j"PR#4"
INPUT *' "(T*
PRINT CHR* <4)j"PR#0"
PRINT CHR* C4>|HIN«0"
H - VAL ( MID* <T*,7,2)>
M ■ VAL < MID* (T*,10,2)>
S - VAL ( MID* <T*,13,2)>
MS - VAL ( RIGHT* <T*,3)>
TIME - H * 3600000 + M * 60000 + S * 1000 + MS
RETURN
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1
2
3

REM
REM
REM

KELLIE'S Cl EXPERIMENT2 _________________
********#***''-'''‘''AA~'
--------------- LAST UPDATE CN MAY 1, 1593 t NILESH-----------

4 REM
#★*■#**********-♦*■♦-«
5 W * CHR* (4)
13 PRINT CHR* (4)f"PR(*3"
23
PRINT lPRINT CHR* (4)("NGKON
I,0,C"
30 PE - 49332*PO - 4932B
40
POKE FO + 1,0* FOKE
P0.255* POKE FO + 1,4*POKEPD,0
53
POKE PE + 1,3* POKE
PE,0; POKEPE + 1.4
£0PRINT l PRINT
CHR* (4>J"BL0AD M0VE3" t POKE24574,0s POKE 25356,0
73 DIM A (124): DIM E(12£)i DIM C(12£)t DIM G*(4)« DIM R(12£)t DIM M(12i

>
B0 DIM T1C126)* DIM T2(12£)s DIM T3(126)
200 REM
*******
HERE STARTS THE EXPERIMENT
*******
201 HOME
202 HTAB 10* PRINT "********** KELLIE'S Cl EXPERIMENT **********"
233 VTAB 5* HTAB 5* PRINT "PLEAEE CHECK FOLLOWING THING S..... "
204 VTAB 7* HTAB 10* PRINT "13 IS PROGRAM DISK IN DRIVE 1 (THE LEFT KAN
D 5IDE DRIVE) "
205 HTAB 10* PRINT “23 IS DATA DISK IN DRIVE 2 (THE RIGHT HAND SIDE DRI
VE> "
206 HTAB 10: PRINT "33 IS THE RED WIRE AT THE BACK OF THE COMPUTER CONN
ECTED "
207 VTAB 20* HTAB 5* PRINT "FRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE..... "i GET Z*
208 HOME
210 VTAB (3)* INPUT "INPUT GROUP NAME I "(3*
220 IF (G* < > "SB") AND (G* <
> "SR") AND (G* < > "DB") AND (G* < >
"DR") THEN 210
230 VTAB (5)1 INPUT "INPUT SUBJECT NAME ";SNAME*s IF SNAME* » "" THEN 2
30
231
IF SNAME* - "X" THEN 370
232 VTAB (7)* INPUT "INPUT SUBJECT NUMBER "jSN
240 VTAB (9)* INPUT “INPUT THE PHASE NUMBER * (1/2/3/4/5/6) i"fPH
242 VTAB 20* HTAB 10* INPUT "IS ALL INFORMATION CORRECT ....
? C (Y)/(N
) 3 *“jZ*: IF Z* - "N" THEN 210
245 IF (PH < >1) THEN OPEN.- 1
253 IF (PH - 1) OR (PH - 2) THEN GOSUB 530* GOTO 350
255 IF (PH - 3) OR (PH - 4) OR (PH - 6) THEN GOSUB 2800* GOTO 270
260 IF PH - 5 THEN GOSUB 800
270 GDSJB 2000sA - FRE (0)
350 HOME « VTAB 15* HTAB 10* PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE THE EXPERIM
ENT? (Y/N) * "* INPUT Z*
360 IF Z* - "Y" THEN GCTO 200
373 END
******** PHASE 1 AND 2 (AOUZSITION I AND II) ********
500 REM
513 IF E* - "DR" THEN GOSUB 3030* GOSUB 3100
523 IF 6* - "SR" THEN GOSUB 3530: GOSUB .3003:
525 IF G* - “SE" THEN GOSUB 3500
330 FOR OTRI - 1 TO 3
340 IF G* - “DB” THEN . GOSUB 353E
550 IF (G* « "DB") OR (G* - "SB") THEN HOME * VTAB 10* HTAB 13* INPUT
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"ENTER THESPEED * (SLOW / MEDIUM / FAST) « (1/2/3) I ";ST
335 VTAB 13: HTAB 10: INFUT "ARE YOU S U R E ......... ? C (Y)/(N) 3 : "j Z
*: IF 23 - "N" THEM 550
• 340 I" FH « 1 THEN FDR TRI ■ 1 TD 7i GOTO 3S0
370 FOR TRI - : TC 4
523 FDR I - 1 TC 6
„ 593
IF PH - 2 THEN J * I + (TRI - 1) it 4 + (OTRI - 1) * 24* BOTO 610
400
J - I + (TRI - 1) * 4 +(OTRI - 1) * 42
410
IF (S3 - "CB") CR <E4 ■ "SB")THEN M!J) * ST
420
IF (Si < > “DR") THEN R'.J) « ST
450 BOSUB 3400
440 GCSUB 1000:A - FRE (0)
430 VTAB 10: HTAB 3: FRINT "THAT WAS TRIAL NUMBER ";J: FRINT * F‘F:INT
455 SOEUB 4000
440 KTAB 3: PRINT "PRESS 'R' TO REJECT THE TRIAL OR PRESS RETURN TO CON
TINUE “: INPUT Z*
470 IF Z* » "R" THEN 1 * 1 - 1
430 NEXT 1
490
NEXT TRI
495
BOSUB 2000;A * FRE (0)
700 NEXT OTRI
730
RETURN
E00 REM ************** PHASE 5 **#■»*■*****■**■****«
B03 GOSUB 3500
E10 IF PH * 3 THEN 60SUB 3230
B30 FOR I - I TO 12
840 J - I
840 R (J) - RT: GOSUB 3400
B70 GOSUB 1000;A - FRE (0)
880 HOME : VTAB 10: HTAB 10: PRINT "THE LAST TRIAL WAS NUMBER *
I
BBS GOSUB 4000
890 VTAB 15: HTAB 10: PRINT "FRESS *R* TO REJECT THE TRIAL OR PRESS <RE
TURN> TO CONTINUE : *: INPUT 24
900 IF Z4 - "R" THEN I - I- 1
910 NEXT I
920 RETURN
1000 REM «**•»«********# PERFORM TRIAL
1003 A - FRE (0)
1004 HOME
1010 ELY
- 300: POKE P0,12S:GOSUB
20000* POKEFO,0
1020 CLY * 1000: GOSUB 20000
1030 POKE 24374,0
1035 U - FRE (3):UP - 0
1040 HOME t VTAB (10): HTAB (10): PRINT "START": CALL 25088: FOKEFO,0:
HOME
1045 VTAB (10): HTAB (14): PRINT " DONE "
1030 IF C PEEK (25034) - 233) THEN MISS - MISS + 1:1 » I -1: GOTO 1395
1340
1075
1090
1200
1210
1220
1392
STOP

IF ( PEEK (23054) ■ 254) THEN 1 * 1 - 1 : GOTO 1392
GOSUB 25000
A(J)
■ T (4) - T (2)
E(J)
■ T (4) - T (4)
C(J>
- T(S) - T(4)
IF (PH - 1) OR (PH * 2)THEN GOSUB 3S00
FRINT CHR* (4>;"PR#3“* VTAB (IS): HTAB (3): FRINT "KEEP THE FIRST
PRESSED": GOTO 1400
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FRINT

CHR* (4)j"PR#3’‘l VTAB (18): HTAB (3): FRINT “MISSES A S7CP"

1420 SLY » 1500: BCSUS 20000: RETURN
2030 REM ***»-*-**-»***#8AVE DATA***:*-!**#**#**-****
2335 HCME i PRINT "KEEP {PUT) SATA DISK IN DRIVE TW2 (2) AND PRESS ANY
KEY TO SAVE DATA": BET Z*
2007 HTAB 5: VTAB 5: INPUT "ARE YOU S U R E ............ 7 t <Y)/<N> 1 : "
}V»: IF V* ■ "N'* THEN 2005
2010 HTAB (35): VTAB (10)t FLASH I FRINT "SAVING DATA": NORMAL
2020 HTAB (34): VTAB CB): PRINT "PLEASE WAIT ..."
2200 PRINT CHR* (4>j"PR#r'
2210 FRINT CHR* C4)j’’0PEN •jSNAMS*» ",D2M
2215 IF OPEN - 1 THEN BOTO 2220
22IE OPEN * 1
2217 GOTO 2230
2220 PRINT CHR* (4) j"APPEND "jSNAME*;",D2‘*
2230 PRINT CHR* (4)i"WRITE "jSNAME*
2231 OPEN - 1
2232
IF PH ■
1
THENZ - ((OTRI- 1) 4 42)
+1
2233
IF PH 2
THENZ - ((OTRI- 1) « 24)
+ i
2234
IF PH * 1 THEN Y
- (OTRI * 42)
2233
IF PH - 2 THEN Y
» (OTRI * 24)
2236
IF PH 1
THENFOR K « 2TO Vi GOTO
2242
2237
IF PH «
2
THENFOR K - ZTO Y: BOTO
2242
2240
FOR K «
1
TO 12
2242 A - FRE (0)
2243 TEMP - K
2246 0* ■
2247 C* ■ G* + G*
2248 FOR J ■ 1 TO 6 - LEN (E*):D* - 0* +” "i NEXT
J
2249 0* - O* +STR* (PH)
2230 FOR J - 1 TO 6 - LEN ( STR*(PH)):0* ■ G* + "
NEXT J
2253 0* - B* + STR* (SN)
2236 FOR J ■ 1TO 6 - LEN ( STR* <SN)):0* - 0* + ""t NEXT J
2275 0* - Q* + STR* (TEMP)
2276 FOR J - 1TO 6 - LEN ( ETR* (TEMP)):G* - G* + " "* NEXT 3
2250 Q* - O* + STR* ( R O O )
2283 FOR J - 1 TO 6 - LEN ( STR* (R(K))):Q* - Q* + "
NEXT J
2290 Q* - Q* + STR* (MOO)
-2295 FOR J - 1TO 6 - LEN ( STR* (M OO )>:Q* ■*Q* + " "t NEXT J
2300 Q* - □* + STR* (AOO)
2310 FOR J - 1 TO 6 - LEN
(STR* (A(K))):G* • Q* + "
NEXT J
2314 Q* - E* + STR* (AOO - T1 OO )
2313 FOR J - 1TO 6 - LEN ( STR* (AOO - T1(K))):G* - G* + “
NEXT J
2320 G* - G* + STR*
2320 FOR J - 1 TO 6
2333 Q* - G* + STR*
2336 FOR J - 1TO 6

(BOO )
- LEN
(STR* (S(Ki)):2* - CS + "
NEXT J
(B 00 - T2(K)>
- LEN ( STR* (BOO - T2<K>)):0* - G* + "

2340 G* « Q* + STR*
2350 FOR J * 1 TO 6
2355 0* - G* + STR*
2356 FOR J - 1 TO 6

(COO)
- LEN
(STR* (C(K)))»G* - D* + "
NEXT J
(COO - T3 00)
- LEN { STR* (COO - T3(K))):G* - C* + " "* NEXT J

2380

PRINT O S

NEXT J
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2400 NEXT K
2532 FRINT CHR* (4)j"CLOSE
SNAKES
2550 PRINT CHR* (41;"PR#3"
2550 HOME i PRINT "PUT PROGRAM DISKETTE IN DRIVE ONE AND PRESS ANY KEY"
i GET 2*
2722 RETURN
2EE3 REM ************** PHASE 3 , 4 1 6 *****************
2B12 GOSUB 3C22i GOSUB 3120
2553 FOR I - 1 TO 12
2863 J - I
2922 GOSUB 3522
2910 GOSUB 1222;A - FRE (2)
2922 HOME : VTAB 12s HTAB 13: PRINT " THE LAST TRIAL WAS NUMBER s ";I
2925 GOSUB 6222
2933 VTAB 15i HTAB 12s PRINT "PRESS 'R' TO REJECT THE TRIAL OR FREES <R
ETURN> TO CONTINUE t "s INPUT Z*
2943 IF Z* - "R" THEN 1 * 1 - 1
2953 NEXT I
2972 RETURN
3223 REM ********* ROUTINE TO READ RANDOM SPEED PATTERN *********
3313 PRINT D*;"OPEN S";G*;PH;",D1"
3323 PRINT D*;"READ S";S*;PH
3030 IF PH - 1 THEN FOR I - 1 TO 126I GOTO 3043
3231 IF PH - 2 THEN FOR I - 1 TO 72sGOTO 3040
3032 FDR I » 1 TO 12
3040 INPUT M<I)
3050 NEXT I
3060 PRINT D*;"CLOSE S";G*;PH
3070 RETURN
3100 REM ********* ROUTINE TO READRANDOMRATIO PATTERN *********
3110 PRINT D*;"OPEN R";G*;PH;",D1"
3120 PRINT D*;"READ R";G*;PH
3130 IFPH * 1 THEN 2 - 1 2 6
3131
IF PH - 2 THEN 2 - 7 2
3132 IF (PH < >11 OR (PH < >2) THEN Z - 12
3133 FOR I - 1 TO 2
3140 INPUT RCI>
3150 NEXT I
3163 PRINT D*;"CLOSE R”;G*;FH
3170 RETURN
3230 REM ****** ROUTINE TO READ RAMDOM SPEED FATTERN FOR RET3 ******
3210 PRINT Di; "OPEN R";G*;PH;",D1"
3220 PRINT D*;"READ R";S*;PH
3230 FOR I - 1 TO 12
3243
INPUT MCI)
3250 NEXT I
3263 PRINT D*;"CLOSE R";G*;PH
3270 RETURN
3500 REM ********* ROUTINE TO CHOOSE RATIC ************
3510 HOME
3520 VTAB 5i HTAB £0s PRINT "SELECT A RATIO"! PRINT * PRINT s PRINT
3530 HTAB 30c PRINT "II 2 t 4 * 3 “i
PRINT
3543 HTAB 30: PRINT "23 3 : 2 : 4 "!
PRINT
3550 HTAB 30: PRINT "31 4 : 3 : 2 " :
PRINT
3560 FRINT : PRINT : HTAB 20:INPUT"ENTER YOUR SELECTION : "jRT
3565 VTAB 20* HTAB 5: INPUT "ARE YOU S U R E ........... ? C (Y)/(N) 3 * "
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|ZSi IF Z* - ■■N" THEN 3510
3570 RETURN
3£00 REM *■»***# ROUTINE TO DISPLAY TARSET T
3d 10 HOME
3612 IF PH - * THEN GOSUB 40EC: GOTO 3675
3615 IF PH ■ 4 THEN GCSU3 7300: BOTO 3675
3620 IF R(J) ■ 1 THEN R1 - 2:R2 - 4:R3 - 3
3630 IF R(J) *> 2 THEN R1 - 3:R2 - 2:R3 - 4
3640 IF RiJ) - 3 THEN R1 » 4:R2 ■ 3:S3 * 2
3653 IF M (J 5 • 1 THEN S ■ 125
3662 IF M(J) m 2 THEN S ■ 100
3670 if m ;j > * 3 THEN S ■ 75
3671 IF M.'J) m 4 THEN S - 153
3675 T1(J> - R1 * S:T2(J) - R2 « S:T3(J> - R3
36B0 VTAB 12: HTAB 20: PRINT "YOUR TARGET TIMES ARE :
PRINT : PRINT
* PRINT
3690 HTAB 33: PRINT ”T1 - "j (R1 * S): PRINT
3700 HTAS 30: PRINT "T2 - "j(R2 * S>: PRINT
3710 HTAB 30: PRINT "T3 - "j<R3 * S): PRINT
3720 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE": INPUT Z*
3730 RETURN
3B00 REM * ** ** * * * * * ROUTINE TO DISPLAY THE PERFORMANCE a*##***#***
38IB HOME
,
3S20 VTAB 10: HTAB 20: PRINT "YOUR PERFORMANCE WAS :
PRINT : PRINT :
FRINT
3821 IF M (I> ■ 1 THEN S - 125
3522 IF M(I) - 2 THEN S - 100
3623 IF M<I> - 3 THEN 8 - 7 5
3824 IF R(I1 ■ 1 THEN R1 » 2:R2 - 4*R3 » 3
3B2S IF R(I) - 2 THEN R1 - 3:R2 - 2:R3 - 4
3826 IF R (I) - 3 THEN R1 - 4:R2 - 3:R3 - 2
3850 HTAB 30: PRINT “T1 « "}A(JJ;"
TARGET WAS ";T1(J): PRINT
3840 HTAB 30: PRINT "T2 TARGET WAS ”|T2<J): PRINT
B tJ);"
3B50 HTAB 30: PRINT "T3 - ";C <J)t"
TARGET WAS M;T3(J>: PRINT
3860 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT “ENTER <RETURN> TO CONTINUE": INPUT Z*
3B70 RETURN
4000
TIMES FGR TRAN 1 *■»*

•*««****
4010 IF MtJ) - 1 THEN S - 150
4020 IF M(J) - 2 THEN S « 125
4030 IF MtJ) - 3 THEN S - 200
4040 R1 - 3:R2 - 1:R3 - 2
4050 RETURN
£000 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * IF ANY SEGMENT TIME GREATER THAN 1503

•»****■»**

•»*##*
£010 IF (AtJ) > 1530) OR (BJJ! > 15ZE) OR <C(J) > 1530> THEN
13: HTAB 10: FRINT "MAY BE YOU SHOULD REJECT THIS TRIAL ? "
£020 NORMAL : RETURN
7330 REM ##**■**•**«# PHASE 4 ** *** *** *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
7313 IF J - 1 THEN S » 100:Ri - 3:R2 - £:R3 » 2
7023 IF J - 2 THEN S - 73:R1 - 5:R2 - £:R3 « 2
7030 IF J - 3 THEN S » 125:R1 - 3:R2 - £:R3 - 2
7040 IF J - 4 THEN S - 50:R1 - 6:R2 - 3:R3 ■ 4
7350 IF J « 3 THEN 5 - 100:R1 - £:R2 - 3:R3 - 4
70£0 IF J ■ £ THEN S - 7 5 : R1 * S:R2 - 2:R3 - 4
7070 IF J - 7 THEN S - 100:R1 - 3:R2 - 4:R3 - £
■j

.•

FLASH : VTA"
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70S3
7090
7100
7110
7120
7130
20003
20010
20023
20032
20043
20100
20120
20130
20142
22150
20160
20170

IF J - 6 THEN S - SBsSi - 3:R2 “ 6:R3 - 4
IF J - 9 THEN S “ 130:R1 - 3:R2 ■ 6:R3 » 2
I
FJ - 10 THEN S - 75:R1 • 2:R2 - 5:R3 - 4
IF J - 11 THEN S « 100: R1 ■ 2:F,2 - 3:R3 » 6
IF J - 12 THEN S * 125:R1 » 6:R2 - 2:R3 “ 3
RETURN
REM *******-»*****##'»****DELAY LCCP TILL TLY**-*-**#-*##*
GCEUE 20100:ITIME » TIME
BOSUB 20100:ELTIME - TIME - ITIME: IF ELTIME < DLY THEN
PRINT CHR* {4:J,,PE#3,,
RETURN
PRINT CHR* (4)j"IN#4”
PRINT CHR* (4) ;"FR#4"
INPUT " "jT*
PRINT CHR* (4)}"PR#0"
PRINT CHR* (4){”IN#0"
H VAL < K I M (T*,7,2) )
M »
VAL ( KID* (T*,10,2>>
201B 0 S VAL ( KID* ( T * , 1 3 , 2 n
2 0 1 9 0 MS - VAL( RIGHT* (T*,3))
20200 TIME * H « 3600000 + M * 60000 + S * 1000 + MS
20210 RETURN
25000 REM ##******CALCULATE THE T ■S********** *** *** **
25010 POKE 24576,0
25020 POKE 24577,0
25030 POKE PO,0
25040 FOR Z0 - 0 TO 7
25050 XI - PEEK (24566 + Z0 * 5)
25060 X2 - PEEK (24567 + Z0 # 5)
25070 MB ■ 0
25030 M2 - 0
25090 F2 ■ 1
25100 FOR Z1 - 1 TO 4
25110 M0 = P2 * INT (XI - ( INT (XI / 2) # 2)) + M0
25120 M2 - P2 * INT (X2 - ( INT (X2 / 2) *2)) + M2
25130 P2 - P2 * 2
25140 XI - INT (XI / 2):X2 - INT (X2 / 2)
25150 NEXT Z1
25160 Ml - XI
25170 M3 - X2
251E0 K4 - M3 + PEEK (24596 + Z0 * 5) * 16 + PEEK (245B9 + Z0 # 5) * 4
096 + PEEK (24590 + Z0 * 5) * 1B4E576
25190
IF ZB - 0 THEN M5 - INT (M4 / 10030) # 10030
25200T(Z0 + I) « (K4 - MS) * 1000 +
K0 + Ml * 10 + M2 # 130
25210 NEXT ZQ
25220 RETURN
26000 REM *HHHHHHHHHt*##***#*-»*DELAY LOOP TILL DLY****#-*-****
26010 GCSUE 26100:ITIME - TIKE
26020 BOSUB 26100: ELTIME - TIKE - ITIME
26030
IF PEEK (49332) - 255 THEN UP - 1:RETURN
26035
IFELTIME < 2000 THEN 26020
26040 .RETURN
26100 PRINT CHR* (4)|"IN»4M
26120 PRINT CHR* (4)}"PR#4"
26130 INPUT * HjT*
26140 PRINT CHR* (4)("PR»0"
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261SO
26162

26173
26183
26193
26230
26212
3RE63

PRINT CHR* <4>»"IN#D"
H ■ VAL CMID* CT*,7,21)
M - VAL (MID* <T*tia,2>>
S - VAL (MID* <T*,13,2>>
MS - Vh L t RIGHT* <T*,3)1
TIME » H * 3603030 + M * 63030 + E * 1003 + MS
RETURN

Appendix 1

Photo of Testing Room
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